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Abstract
Standard tools exist for assessing player experience; however, there are few tools for inducing
play experiences. Game researchers without the resources to operationalize an experimental
factor of interest as an implemented mechanic in the design of a custom game are there-
fore limited in the types of controlled experiments they can conduct. Modifying an existing
off-the-shelf game leverages the design and resources of game studio development, but re-
searchers are limited in what type of questions they can ask due to the lack of access control
on the source code. We present an open-source system that can be used by game researchers
to manipulate player experience in a reliable way and at a finer time resolution than has
previously been reported. We simulate the experience of success and failure by providing
covert assistance or hindrance to a player, as this has been shown to reliably affect player ex-
perience measures. Through three studies, we show that the system manipulates experience
in an intended and predictable way. With our system, researchers can also modify the ex-
periment design through simple configuration interface - which allows them to quickly create
experiment conditions even if they do not possess technical knowledge of game development.
There are many research questions that revolve around the experience of in-game success
or failure and our tool allows researchers to ask and answer interesting questions in games
research through controlled experiments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Although commercial games were released in the early 1970s [59], with the evolution of com-
puters and gaming consoles, processing power has improved, and gamers can fully interact
with detailed graphical environments in modern 3D games. Games are becoming more popu-
lar than ever and the video game industry has grown to a more than 23 billion dollar business
in 2015 [102]. People spend more money on video games than they spend on movies and
music combined1 [29] . Video game products might range from gaming consoles, controllers,
hand-held devices, PCs, downloadable content to digital games. At least 52% of the frequent
gamers believe that video games provide more value for money than music and movies [102].
U.S. consumers spend 5% of their total household entertainment budget on games which
surpasses many other notable entertainment media [82] and 65% of U.S households have a
device that they use for playing games [102].
A closer look into these data will make us realize why research on game-play and experi-
ence in games is increasing in both prevalence and importance. One of the fundamental
parts of successful game development relies on ‘Games User Research’ (GUR). The main
objective of GUR is to understand player psychology by analyzing their behaviour using
different techniques of play-testing, player analytics or user experience (UX) analysis. GUR
researchers seek to identify players’ motivation, how their engagement involves different types
of game elements, how their actions can be explained, or simply to create new methodological
approaches to capture player statistics to better design games. However, researchers without
1Although it might be hard to discriminate between these industries since some of them invest both in
games and films. This also leads to some level of arguments about these reports while comparing the revenue
of game industry vs the whole film industry [34].
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the resources to operationalize experimental factors and implement them in custom game
design are sometimes limited in the types of questions they can ask, or the approaches they
can use to answer them.
1.1 Problem
One of the main obstacles that games researchers face is how to balance the trade-off between
using experimental rigor to control the environment for internal validity (e.g., controlling con-
founding variables and random participant assignment) with the external validity2 of having
participants feel like they are engaging in play under their own volition, rather than par-
ticipating in an experiment [11]. In the context of psychological experiments, the extent to
which an activity in an experiment is similar to an activity one would encounter outside the
laboratory or complete in everyday life is called mundane realism [3, 9] – the greater the
mundane realism, the greater the study conforms to a real-life situation.
Some methodological approaches naturally prefer one side of the experimental control-mundane
realism tradeoff - ethnomethodologies (such as Nardi’s seminal study on World of Warcraft
[80]) or the use of data mining (such as in McEwan’s analysis of online game lounges [79])
are innately grounded in players’ naturalistic play behaviours. However, there are situa-
tions in which researchers wish to ask questions that require greater experimental control
than is possible using these methodologies. In these cases, researchers have taken differing
approaches to balancing the experimental control-mundane realism trade-off. For example,
many researchers conduct quasi-experiments in which players are not randomly assigned to
groups, but divided based on an individual trait, such as personality [8] or a personal con-
text such as life satisfaction [104], and asked to reflect upon their play experiences. This
quasi-experimental approach generally puts more weight on the external validity of studying
player experience in the context of real-life play and has the advantage of grounding the data
in the actual experiences of the players. On the other hand, prioritizing internal validity
and experimental control (including random assignment of participants to conditions) has
2the ability to generalize the study results to real-life situations beyond lab settings.
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the advantage of isolating factors of interest and has led to many important research find-
ings in games, such as investigating the effects of gamification elements on motivation and
performance [75], exploring the effects of immersion and interaction with external affective
measures [54], and evaluating momentary and long-term impact of serious experience [49].
When game researchers wish to carefully control experiments, they sometimes work within
a game interface to vary a factor of interest, such as when Bowman and Tamborini [13] in-
vestigated the intervention potential of computer games for mood repair. Using off-the-shelf
games leverages their design and resources, but researchers are limited in what kinds of ques-
tions can be asked due to the lack of access to the source code of these games. Alternatively,
researchers sometimes take the approach of modifying an existing game through a modding
interface, such as when Hoogen et al. [105] created a custom level in Half-Life 2 to investigate
physiological responses to in-game deaths. Modding has the advantage of working with a
commercial game and all of its resources and has more flexibility than working with what
an off-the-shelf game provides, but lacks some flexibility in what can be achieved. Other
researchers take the approach of operationalizing the experimental factor of interest as an
implemented mechanic in the design of a custom game, such as when Miller et al. [76] cre-
ated an infinite runner game to investigate the potential of touch pressure of distinguishing
at-game versus in-game frustration. This last approach of designing a game to investigate
a particular research question does have several advantages, e.g., increased experimental
control, operationalization of a particular factor, and flexibility in research question choices;
however, it can be difficult or even impossible for researchers who do not have the background
or resources to design and implement their own games.
Although standard tools exist for assessing player experience (e.g. [24, 93, 101, 111]), the
same attention has not been paid toward methods or tools for inducing player experience
[11]. Researchers may wish to manipulate experience for myriad reasons; for example, how
subjective3 and objective4 difficulty differently affect in-game performance, or to ask which
3how players reported their game-play experience
4calculated based on their in-game performance
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patterns of success and failure foster resilience in players. Previous work on manipulating
player experience has successfully used simulated leaderboards to manipulate perceptions
of competence and enjoyment [11]. Simulated leaderboards are a subtle approach for ma-
nipulating the sense of success or failure in participants and were shown to result in small
(explaining 3-9% of the variance) differences.
Even though simulated leaderboards were successful, they have two main problems. First,
they worked because of social comparison and thus may not be as effective for people who are
less susceptible to - or motivated by - social comparison. Although Bowey et al. [11] showed
that the techniques worked as well for people regardless of demographic factors and play
experience, other personality factors (e.g., resilience to failure ) could moderate the efficacy
of simulated leaderboards [85]. The timing of leaderboards at the end of a play condition is
fairly low-resolution - you need one leaderboard for every moment that you want to manip-
ulate - making it straightforward to manipulate, for example, experienced competence, but
harder to manipulate, for example, experienced competence to study the role of peak-end
theory in game experience [38]. Therefore, it was unknown whether the tools that exist
previously could work as an effective solution for the games user researchers to manipulate
player experience at every point of interest with complete experimental control.
As such the problem that I address in this thesis is as follows: there is currently no ef-
fective open source tool available to the researchers to manipulate and induce the feeling of
success or failure in the context of a 2D game, in order to conduct controlled experiments.
1.2 Solution
As a solution to the problem addressed above, we present a system that can be used by game
researchers to manipulate player experience through controlled experiments and at a time res-
olution much finer than can be done with simulated leaderboards [11]. Leaderboards worked
because they faked the experience of success and failure for the participant by presenting a
manipulated leaderboard at the end of each round. We also leverage this idea, but instead
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fake the experience of success and failure using the approach of providing covert assistance or
hindrance to a player, as this has been shown to affect experienced competence, enjoyment,
and many other aspects of play experience in several studies using different games; e.g. in
the context of a 2D game [5], racing game [18], first-person shooter [27, 109]. Furthermore,
the covert assisting of players prioritizes the mundane realism more than leaderboards, which
do not exist in all game contexts.
We developed a custom parameterized 2D game named ‘Jumping Caveman’ using Unity
- a cross platform game engine. The game is created based on the play mechanic used in an
F2P5 mobile game, ‘Spring Ninja’ [60], chosen because of its discrete mechanic of jumping
from pole to pole. While developing the system we set three goals that we would accomplish:
1. First, the researchers, future developers and users of the system should be able to
understand the game mechanics and in-game objectives with minimum effort,
2. Second, the difficulty manipulation of the system should include both overt and covert
mechanisms that can be easily used by the researchers to accomplish the purpose of
manipulating in-game success and failure in their experiments,
3. And finally, any researcher should be able to modify the system even if he or she does
not posses technical knowledge of game development.
To attain our research goals, we applied covert assistance or hindrance to each pole (in-game
objective) – that can vary the experience of the players over an entire level or within a
part of the level. Based on specific research questions a researcher might ask, he can also
control the resurrection point of the game avatar - controlling which part of the round gets
re-played. In addition to this, we also designed a configuration interface that allows non-
programmers to implement their custom game prototype with variable game difficulty and
ask their specific questions without needing to access the source code6. Our system has been
tested with approximately 160 participants and the assistance techniques have been refined
through several studies to establish the system as an effective player experience manipulator.
5Free to play games - a large portion of the video game content is accessible without paying.
6Complete source code of the tool - https://github.com/rasambinhossain/Jumping-Caveman
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With our system - a researcher would have to invest less time in modifying and creating
new experimental conditions7, considering that the research questions are closely related to
in-game success and failure.
Figure 1.1: A snapshot of our ‘Jumping Caveman’ game. To view the manipulated
trajectories, refer to 3.2.2
1.3 Steps to the Solution
There were several steps involved in achieving our research objective to create a system that
will allow game researchers to have control over his or her experimental designs without
losing the mundane realism of play.
1.3.1 Game Genre Selection
The initial step was to choose the right game genre as it correlates with in-game parameters
to control success and failure. We chose a 2D platformer casual game. These games are
indisputably popular8 - mainly because of the following reasons: first, these games require
little to no previous gaming experience, the game mechanics9 are reasonably straightforward,
7the number of new game conditions depends on how they modify the configuration interface.
8popularity implies the number of downloads or sales record
9the set of rules or distinct configuration designed to interact with the game to make it engaging.
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and anyone can easily learn the game controls in a few minutes. This appeals to a broad
demographic of people and removes the limitations of choosing the right player for the exper-
imental purpose. Secondly, they are playable in short bursts and people can spend a relaxed
time without being completely immersed in game-play. They generally have a fairly common
theme (move forward by avoiding obstacles and/or collect certain graphical elements like
coins or gems) that makes it easier and simpler to play. This makes the system convenient
for future games researchers who wish to run studies irrespective of particular demographics
or previous gaming expertise.
1.3.2 Constructing the Game Environment with Precise Controls
Our second step involved developing the game environment that is comprised of minimal
game controls. We used the play-mechanics of ‘Spring Ninja’ game since we could use that
to manipulate in-game performance. In the original game, the poles are separated by ran-
dom distances with a variable height. The game starts with a ninja avatar standing on the
first pole. The poles are generated dynamically and the objective of the player is to deduce
the jump distance and press on their touchscreen mobile device for a particular time pe-
riod. We replicated these ideas in to our system but instead of creating the game contents
programmatically, we developed a configuration file where we set different pole features.
1.3.3 Setting the Game Mechanics
Game Mechanics are specific set of rules that defines how each game elements would interact
with the game or how the game would work; e.g., character movement, collision detection, en-
emy killing mechanism, projectiles they spawn or any other actions, how other game entities
interact with each other or how win or loss conditions are decided. Since game performance
directly co-relates to the subjective assessment of play experience [69, 70, 11, 99, 112], the
next step was to design the difficulty level of our system by adjusting the configuration file
parameters. We set the initial difficulty method to be noticeable to the players. Since the
main objective of the player is to perform a jump prediction at each press, we configured
the pole height and inter-pole distances at certain levels to construct three different difficulty
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designs. In addition to this overt mechanism, we also implemented a concealed technique
to manipulate performance at each jump. Past research [18, 110, 108] have successfully
manipulated player performance using different covert assistance and hindrance techniques
with significant effects on players’ perception of the game-play experience. The hidden as-
sistance/hindrance are applied at each jump by correcting the avatar’s trajectory either by
keeping it closer to or away from the intended pole (check 3.2.2 for a detailed description).
All other features of the game were controllable through the configuration file. The file
acts as an input resource file which can be used to alter other properties of the poles (dis-
cussed in chapter 3 - 3.2.3); e.g., pole magnetism (to create a magnetized pole to either
attract or repel the players), pole friction (creating a variable of friction levels on the pole
surface) and its visual material (altering the pole graphics). Moving forward, we created a
database system that would store all the game log outputs which can be analyzed separately
with statistical software. Based on the number of features of the system, we formed four
separate studies to evaluate the strength of these features and identify whether the system
works in regards to the intended experimental design.
1.4 Evaluation
In the primary stage of deployment, a feature called ‘Pole Magnetism’ 10 was developed as a
means for our assistance or hindrance technique. To identify it’s effectiveness, we performed
a study (described in Chapter 5) by setting two distinct types of magnetism for every pole
using the configuration file (the structure of the configuration file is described in Chapter 4)
and received player feedback through surveys. We tried to determine if the pole magnetism
gives us the desired outcome without raising player awareness. We had four conditions for
each of the experimental settings and our participants completed a 17-item survey question-
naire created with two validated sub-scales from Intrinsic Motivation Inventory(IMI) scale
[73, 96], one sub-scale from Player Experience of Need Satisfaction(PENS) [93, 88] and one
item related to perceived difficulty. Aside from the 17-item questionnaire, they were also
10the avatar are attracted to or pushed away from the intended pole when it reaches near it.
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asked to fill out their demographics and previous gaming experience related information in
a separate form.
Although the perceived player experience were manipulable, the ‘Pole Magnetism’ feature
was not completely concealed as expected and so we revised and further developed a sepa-
rate type of assistance technique, called ‘Trajectory Manipulation’11 and conducted the next
two studies to demonstrate that our system works for altering play-experience in addition to
controlling their performance.
In Study 2, we demonstrated that manipulating assistance and hindrance in a covert manner
affects player experience in the intended and hypothesized way (Chapter 5). The number of
experimental conditions were three: one with added assistance (to aid the avatar to reach
at its intended pole), a neutral round (with no assistance or hindrance), and one with high
hindrance to push away the player whenever it gets closer. We followed up in Study 2B to
show that it still works as well regardless of the difficulty of the game levels, demonstrating
that the strength of assistance, and thereby the sense of success and failure can be scaled
(Chapter 6). This study also had four conditions similar to study 1, crossed with the two
factors of interest- ‘Level Difficulty’ and ‘Degree of Assistance’.
Finally, in Study 3 (Chapter 7), we showed that the system works at a high resolution by
manipulating the sequence of assistance. We created two levels with identical pole difficulty
and assistance, varying only the placement of the assisted and hindered poles within the level
where one condition finished with high assistance and the other one with high hindrance. We
confirmed that differences in player experience depends on whether players finished with the
assisted or hindered poles, demonstrating that the system can be used to manipulated expe-
rience in a fine-grained way. For each of these studies, we also collected the same information
from the participants as we did for our first study and before performing any of the studies
and participants who had completed a study were not eligible to participate in further studies.
11the initial velocity of the avatar is mathematically calculated and corrected for the intended pole.
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We evaluated the performance metrics and survey questionnaire for each of the studies and
identified whether perceived player experience measure matches with their game performance.
In addition to all of the above conditions there was a separate training round in each of these
studies to make the participants get comfortable with our game controls and environment.
1.5 Contribution
1.5.1 A Configurable Research Tool
The major contribution of this thesis is a simplified research tool that we verified through
several studies. Future game researchers can consider this tool as a means to manipulate
player experience at a high temporal resolution. This system could help them to investigate
player behaviours, ask questions that revolve around the experience of in-game success and
failure, and what type of assistance or hindrance leads to player enjoyment or motivation and
how challenge or difficulty can be tailored to manipulate different aspects of player experience.
The research tool is configurable with an access to operationalizing particular factors of inter-
est. This makes it easier to design the tool according to the research questions of a researcher.
The configuration interface also removes the limitation of not possessing a particular level of
expertise on game development or programming paradigm. Since we developed the tool with
varying degrees of assistance and hindrance at a high temporal resolution (where both overt
and covert features can be set at every pole), the pole properties can be adjusted to alter
game performance and investigate player experience. As a result, researchers can control
their experiments without losing the validity of game play experience. Game designers who
mainly focus on casual games to test their research hypothesis can use this tool to thoroughly
play-test their design (by controlling the configuration file), identify what is the current skill
level of any player (based on player performance log), determine what would be the level of
assistance or hindrance that a player might need and explore the learning curves of players
(based on performance logs) and ask questions about it. There are many interesting research
questions that revolve around the experience of in-game success or failure for example, why
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do some players feel motivated by failure and some feel disheartened? Can we identify a
player with ‘grit’ by analyzing in-game play patterns? How do self-serving attribution biases
[78] present in game play? Is challenge or difficulty the more important factor in character-
izing peak-end experience in games? Our tool allows researchers with or without technical
expertise to ask and answer these types of questions in games research.
1.5.2 How Overt and Covert Difficulty Interacts
The second contribution of this thesis is in our methods for identifying interaction between
convert and overt difficulty methods. Researchers can explore the interaction to determine:
• How the player perceives a game as challenging and difficult in terms of achieving
in-game objectives while there is both covert and overt difficulty,
• To ask what is the best choice between concealed and objective difficulty to manipulate
the feeling of success and failure,
• To determine how players experience covert versus overt manipulation,
• To identify whether they feel any difference between the same level of covert and overt
difficulty,
• What type of difficulty plays a significant role on player performance,
• How they interact when their in-game performance drops or gets better.
1.5.3 Additional Contributions
There are also some secondary contributions of this thesis:
• We provide a publicly-accessible research tool that can be used by other game re-
searchers. Future game developers can also contribute to the tool by adding more
features to manipulate player experience or altering previous functions to modify the
system according to their requirement.
• This tool sends specific game logs that might be particularly interesting to evaluate
how novice players react to individual game events like success and failure.
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• This tool also logs data to determine whether or not the player would make a successful
jump if their trajectories were not manipulated. By using these data, it is possible
to detect the learning curve of novice players or the time to reach a desired level
of expertise. This idea can be leveraged in to other game genres to develop certain
assistance or hindrance techniques to increase player engagement.
1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter Two presents a survey of related literature reviews on Human Computer Inter-
action (HCI) and games research. This includes a brief overview on previous research works
with custom parameterized games with a focus on procedural content generation, game dif-
ficulty and how sequencing affects game-play. Following this we discuss different assistance
techniques - mainly static and dynamic manipulation and covert assistance. Finally, we con-
clude our chapter by reviewing past research on how players’ subjective assessment changes
based on different set of criteria.
Chapter Three provides a complete description of the research tool that we have devel-
oped. This includes the game-play and interface, how a player re-spawns, configurable game
features like level difficulty and different types of assistance mechanisms and other minor
features (e.g., pole friction). A separate section also focuses on the structure of the configu-
ration file.
Chapter Four describes a general overview of all the studies that we have performed to
evaluate our tool. This includes an overview of the participant recruitment platform, training
round, pre and post game questionnaires, debriefing sessions, and game performance mea-
sures. This chapter also gives a brief overview of the technical properties of the tool and the
online system that was used for testing purposes.
From Chapter Five to Eight , we present our studies to investigate and evaluate our system
with online participants. Each of these chapters provides a brief overview of the experimental
conditions, procedure, a short description about the participant demographics, hypotheses,
data analyses, results, and a short discussion related to the particular study.
In Chapter Nine , we discuss the most important results from chapters five to eight, the
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implications for game user research in terms of player response to failure, the interplay be-
tween covert and overt difficulty, and between player learning curves and players’ choice of
game. This chapter also provides a short description on the limitations of our work and
future possibilities to enhance our tool with an emphasis on Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment
(DDA) and multiplayer gaming.
Finally, Chapter Ten concludes the thesis, summarizing the research tool, its features, our
findings and contributions presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
As a background for our work, we will briefly discuss four areas of research that influenced
our investigation for the design and development of a custom research tool. At the beginning
of this chapter, we will talk about previous research on parameterized games since research
tool we developed, can be modified based on different parameters. This section includes the
following discussions: ‘Procedural Content Generation’ or algorithmically generating game
content, how game difficulty can motivate player engagement, and how it changes player
experience. Next, since we implemented two different types of assistance techniques, we cover
the research areas that emphasized different types of static and dynamic covert assistance
techniques. Since we used our system to demonstrate that this can be used to analyze
sequencing effects in games, we report some of the related background work of sequencing
effects. To demonstrate the strength of our tool, we performed several studies with different
groups of gamers and provide empirical data to establish the system as a reliable research tool.
Therefore the final section of this chapter covers research topics in the area of psychology to
understand what stimulates player enjoyment, what drives them to engage with a particular
play-mechanic, and how they perceive the hidden assistance techniques compared to overt
difficulty methods. This section mainly focuses on the validated scales and behavioural
measures that we have used in our studies.
2.1 Custom Parameterized Games
Although we have not procedurally generated our game content through algorithms, previous
researchers, who worked with parameterized games have done so using ‘Procedural Content
Generation’. As such, we review this construct here to consider how it could be applied in
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our context.
2.1.1 Procedural Content Generation
Using a random or pseudo-random algorithmic procedure to generate game content with
limited or indirect human interaction to feed into a game level with desired variability and
reliability is known as Procedural Content Generation (PCG) [103, 117, 67]. The content
can be anything contained inside a game: characters, weapons, vehicles, levels, maps, rules,
textures, items, quests, music, etc. except the game engine itself. A good level design makes
the player immerse into a virtual environment and gives the player an opportunity to escape
from his or her reality. Manually creating a game space is time consuming and storing
the complete game space might consume a massive amount of memory [67]. PCG solves
this problem with the aid of different algorithms. There are several reasons why we would
generate game content with a tool instead of creating them manually [103]:
• The amount of time required to create the same amount of game content by human
designers and artists is significantly higher than working with intelligent design tools
and it might potentially delay the development process. A game development company
would rather invest into creating an algorithmic method to speed up the content gener-
ation process instead of spending more for designers or artists. However, this does not
necessarily mean human jobs are threatened with this replacement. Procedurally gen-
erating the game content helps indie game developers to generate content-rich games
in shorter time spans.
• Game content can be tailored based on the feedback of players to increase game engage-
ment and enjoyment. PCG can be combined with different neural networks to model
player responses to create more player-adaptive games.
• Although humans are particularly creative, using the same design team might lead
to repetitive content generation. A well-written algorithmic method would be able to
create content much faster and without certain limitations that a human could have.
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• Creating game content using PCG would help computer programmers to identify dif-
ferent design constraints to better understand game design problems.
PCG has been around for a long time, starting with a 1980s game called ‘Rogue’ [116, 66];
whenever a new game started the game content were recreated randomly. Although this
algorithmic technique for game content generation has passed several decades, PCG is still
used in several commercial games. 2D platformer games like Super Mario Bros [84] can be
reconstructed based on different design patterns [23] whereas Spelunky [77], another popu-
lar indie game created different variation of game levels using PCG. The F2P game ‘Spring
Ninja’ on which we were dependent on creating the game mechanics, also used a random tech-
nique to generate game levels with separate background each time the ninja dies. Although
PCG-based games have benefits, they sometimes lack controllability. Researchers who wish
to systematically control game content and design game parameters at certain order in order
to investigate certain player behaviours might not benefit from algorithmic game content
generation method like PCG.
In PCG, the design of level generation or instantiation of in-game content is unpredictable
to the players; hence, they are not completely controllable. To address this issue with PCG,
Yannakakis et al. [118] developed the Experience-Driven Procedural Content Generation
(EDPCG) framework. The framework adapts to the player experience based on the cogni-
tive and affective responses obtained through different physiological sensors. It also assess
the quality of the game content, represents the game levels in vector dimension and links
to the respective player model. The framework also searches through the game space for
optimized player experience.
Compton and Mateas [20] proposed a level design algorithm with a four-layer hierarchy model
to generate platforms of new game levels by looking into 4 type of patterns (basic, complex,
compound and composite). Later on, Jennings-Teats et al. described the implementation of
a 2D platformer ‘Polymorph’ game to create a distinctive player experience by structurally
designing the levels using a machine learning-based strategy [55]. Polymorph game creates a
model based on player’s current skill level from play traces. These traces were collected from
a web-based tool where the same player rates multiple short level segments by completing
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them one at a time.
Furthermore, Shaker et al. [97] carried out a number of experiments in order to identify
what game features could be extracted from game content to shape players’ in-game be-
haviours, how these can be used to construct a player model, and how tailored game content
generation is possible based on these results. The research identifies three emotional effects
with high accuracies - engagement, frustration and challenge, reported by players. On the
other hand, Isaksen et al. created a framework for a parameterizable game to create an
optimal game space to explore the relationship between game design and player experience
[52, 53]. Upon selecting different variants of game parameters, they performed automatic
play-testing by generating and simulating a level by a player model called Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation. Based on exponential survival analysis, their techniques could search for unique
game difficulty versions, create game visualization and even optimize parameters for next a
simulation. However, their AI-based survival analysis looked only into the single dimension
of score distribution that was independent from other game space parameters like time pres-
sure or game speed. The accuracy of the framework did not have an impact on these other
parameters to which a real-life player would definitely react to cope with the challenges faced.
Even though with all the advantages, the PCG technique might not be the best case for
designing new levels since the expertise of players might vary and developing new skills will
not be reliable anymore. Due to unmatched expertise, even the best-designed games become
uninteresting to the gamers. Modern games tends to perform matchmaking to solve this
issue. For example, Halo [22] uses a Bayesian algorithm to match players based on their skill
or ‘StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty’ [10] selects opponents from same expertise tier.
Another technique to deal with this particular issue is to take player performance into con-
sideration at a high resolution and tweak the game parameters to keep the challenge level
optimum to player expertise. However, in some cases even they are designed by the game
designer’s intuition and focus only on player performance rather than responding to a specific
play pattern. In addition to this, changing the parameters also alters the level of difficulty.
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Several researchers have tried to address different issues with game difficulty to identify what
type of difficulty relates to player engagement and other psychological aspects. The level of
challenge can be either predefined or adaptive to player response. In a multi-player environ-
ment games are often unbalanced, which can be adjusted by providing assistance or hindrance
to the players [109, 110, 108]. However there had been only a little attention paid toward
the investigation of interaction between the level of difficulty and assistance or hindrance.
Hence, we seek to investigate and find out the interplay between them.
2.2 Game Difficulty
By definition, the term ‘Difficulty’, can be exemplified by the average error or failure rate
of any experimented item assigned to a particular population [62]. Although difficulty and
challenge are often referred interchangeably [1], in this thesis, we will use the word difficulty
as ‘probability of failure to complete a task’. Similarly when it comes to accomplishing game
objectives, the greater the probability of failure, the more challenging the game is. Humans
are naturally more motivated to engage in to an activity that provides greater difficulty even
if the reward of a less challenging activity remains the same [44, 45]. This motivation is driven
by the need to experience competence, and a challenging task is more satisfying to complete.
However, players will opt out of games that are too easy or too hard. This behaviour can be
explained by Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of ‘flow’ [1]. The theory describes a particular state
where the gamers are completely focused in an experience in such a manner that they will
ignore any other distractions and lose self-consciousness. It does not matter if the game is
against other humans or in solitary mode, when it is well-matched with player’s skill, he can
fully immerse in that experience without feeling anxious or getting bored. This flow state
had been widely embraced by several researchers of game enjoyment [71, 94, 100, 119].
In games, players often get to choose the difficulty level at the beginning of the game and the
internal game mechanics (e.g., speed of the level, number of enemies in the scene, opponents’
shooting accuracy, enemy search radius, players’ health drop rate, presence of audio or visual
cues, number of game objectives, in-game auto-save features) gets modified based on the se-
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Figure 2.1: Game Difficulty selection screen in Doom (2016)
lected level. Since, it is the responsibility of the gamer to identify his correct difficulty level,
an appropriate guess might not be always a feasible option. If a game is completely new to
a player or he is unaware about his expertise level, he could end up choosing the wrong one
[48]. Some games overcome this situation by offering a training round with medium difficulty
and later on allowing players to choose their desired level of difficulty. To make the situation
less complicated, recent games (e.g., Hitman [51], Doom (2016) [50], and The Witcher 3:
Wild Hunt [17]) also let players change the difficulty during game-play. Even though from
the development perspective, a harder level comes with greater challenge, a player’s percep-
tion of difficulty and game enjoyment might vary depending on his adaptation to the game
environment.
To investigate further, Spiel et al. [99] illustrated how game performance relates to a player’s
subjective assessment about game difficulty and perceived fun. They developed five algo-
rithms that adjusted the difficulty of the game by choosing blocks of a Tetris game based on
the current state, instead of adjusting game speed. In their experiment, eleven out of sixteen
players reported the game as being more fun and enjoyable when they perceived it as less
difficult.
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Work of Wehbe et al. [112] looked into the effect of manipulating game parameters (scroll
speed, target size, jump task complexity, perspective) in 2D platformer games. As expected,
when the scroll speed intensified and the target size dropped, the players perceived the game
as more difficult. Interestingly, increments in jump complexity also resulted into an initia-
tion of increased difficulty but that related to player’s adaption with the rhythm of the game.
Additionally, Lomas et at. [69] investigated several factors of game design on difficulty, mo-
tivation and learning. Their purpose was to identify if that generates the same curvilinear
inverted U-shape relation between player enjoyment and difficulty as proposed by flow the-
ory [1]. Surprisingly, their observations lead to a different result in which the maximum
engagement occurred when the game was easier and people self-selected to play it for longer
time. However, this condition did not support optimal learning. The biggest limitation was
that the self-selection of game choice might be biased as players might prefer relatively easier
conditions and abandon the hard games.
In addition to this, Lomas and his colleagues [70] performed three separate experiments
on players’ choices of difficulty, novelty and suspense to figure out if there are other factors of
challenge that generate the inverted U shape. Flow theory [1] suggests that players optimal
enjoyment depends on the difficulty of a game that is not too easy or not too hard. Lomas et
al. [70] also suggested that games being easy is not the only cause of boringness, possibly the
reason of failing is consistent repetitiveness and being uninteresting. Their evidence showed
that letting players choose their game difficulty agrees with the flow theory and to maximize
motivation it needs a moderate degree of novelty. Additionally, increasing difficulty consis-
tently, decreases motivation where other motivational factors are controlled.
Although altering game-metrics is a common approach to change the game difficulty by
controlling the in-game performance of players, Bowey et al. [11] used a different approach
to manipulate player experience. They manipulated the feeling of success or failure using
simulated leaderboards without altering the game performance. Their system worked despite
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previous gaming expertise or other personal traits. The experimental analysis showed that
their approach of reinforcing the position in leaderboards had significant main effects on per-
ceived competence, autonomy and presence [101]. On the other hand, emphasizing position
with colour feedback had strong interaction effect on autonomy and enjoyment.
2.3 Assistance Techniques
Game difficulty and assistance are highly correlated, and assistance can be used to improve
the performance of a weaker player. While difficulty adjustments are mainly used to slightly
alter the game controls and other mechanics to reduce challenge [4, 18], assistance directly
helps players to master skills and overcome challenges [5, 110, 109]. Many researchers have
already devoted themselves to find out the implications of different type of assistance tech-
niques and how these can be used to alter game experience. In this section, we will briefly
discuss some background information on two types (static and dynamic) of assistance meth-
ods. However both subtle [5, 18, 110, 108, 109] and disclosed assistance [27] have successfully
manipulated player performance and play experience.
2.3.1 Static and Dynamic Assistance
Static manipulation techniques are controlled by the initial game configuration and are de-
signed based on the results of different tests performed on players with different expertise or
by player simulations. Games, which use this technique frequently, are mostly targeted to be
played in solitary mode. This type of assistance mainly changes the game parameters in a
certain way that alters the difficulty level and makes the game objectives easier to accomplish.
On the other end of the spectrum, adaptive manipulations are done in real-time and de-
pend on the participating player’s in-game performance. Some games have attempted this
technique of integrating adaptive assistance into their game. Dynamic adjustments have been
around for a long time starting from the 1980s game Astromash 1. A more recent game like
1A video game for the Intellivision game console, 1981.
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Resident Evil 4 [16] rates its players on a scale of 1 to 10 and adjusts enemy behaviours or
their damage level accordingly. However, even at the beginning, players get to choose a diffi-
culty and later the dynamic adjustments are made (e.g., normal difficulty will lock the players
at grade 4 - increased to grade 7 for doing well or decreased to grade 2 for performing poorly).
Researchers have tried to explore how static [61] or adaptive manipulation [41] techniques can
maximize player engagement and persistence. To identify a relation between game difficulty
and maximal game engagement Khajah et al. demonstrated their findings [61] by modifying
two popular games - ‘Flappy Bird’ and ‘Spring Ninja’. They moved beyond the popular
well-known concept of ‘difficulty affects engagement’ by looking into the effect of covert vs.
overt assistance. Furthermore, they also discovered that players attribute their improved
performance resulting from the covert manipulation to their own competence, whereas overt
manipulations alone are not sufficient enough to alter the level of engagement.
2.3.2 Covert Assistance
Alternatively, difficulty can be adjusted without the player’s awareness. One of the popular
techniques is to aid the weaker player(s) in a multi-player environment by either assisting him
or by hindering the performance of the stronger player(s). A growing body of research has
investigated concealed or hidden (covert) assistance techniques as a tool to influence player
performance and subsequent player experience. Most of these studies used assistance and
hindrance to balance play, effectively bridging the gap between two players with different
skill levels. Studies investigating aiming assistance in first-person shooter games influenced
player performance without being noticeable to players [5, 110, 108]. Assistance techniques
have been shown to successfully balance a game between players by hindering the experts
and assisting the novices [109, 110, 108]. Findings, also suggest that manipulating player
performance through assistance increases weaker players perception of competence and fair-
ness [109], and increases enjoyment for both players [37, 109]. Similarly, research with players
of different expertise who competed against simulated drivers in a racing game found that
combining several assistance and hindrance techniques successfully manipulated the players
performance making the game more balanced [18]. Both experts and novices preferred the
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hidden balancing techniques. In addition to balancing between experts and novices, recent
research has also shown that a combination of assistance techniques can overcome differences
in physical abilities while also having the desired effect on player experience [36].
Literature on covert assistance techniques has previously discussed two possible downfalls
to this approach. First, assistance of players might thwart their progression at becoming
better at the game. However, a recent study investigating long term effects of assistance
has found that assisted players gain the same amount of skill compared to unassisted players
[39]. The second concern was the possible negative effects of players becoming aware of the
assistance. The studies implementing assistance techniques appear to have successfully kept
their players from noticing assistance [5, 18, 109]. Although some researchers claim that
assistance disclosure could be harmful to player’s experience [33, 18], Depping et al. carried
out a study to investigate their conventional wisdom. They found that even if players are
made aware of assistance, the positive effects of player balancing still prevail [27].
2.3.3 Sequencing Effects
Work on static and dynamic assistance generally applies aid to an entire condition. However,
there are reasons to believe that performance within a play session affect play experience.
The theory of peak-end effects tells us how people assess any experience that has a strong
connection to the peak and end events of that experience. Peak and ending events of any
task have an overriding effect on the retrospective and momentary evaluation of that affec-
tive experience. It is common for people to comprehend task completion time in a non-linear
way [2] that includes various biases. Their perception of task duration can be explained by
the peak moments during the task and the concluding experience [2, 47]. Kahneman and
his colleagues showed that there is an overweighting on stimuli that had been perceived by
participants in their final moments [58, 89, 90]. They performed a ‘cold-pressor’ experiment
where they had their participants arms submerged into cold water for either short or long
duration. In both of the conditions, participants submerged their hand in identical 14◦C
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water. The only difference between these two conditions was, in the longer version they
pulled out their hands after an additional of half minute but in this short period the water
was slightly warmer (15◦C). Even though the longer version was still painful, when asked,
participants preferred the longer condition - where they could finish the experiment with less
pain. However, besides these unpleasant ending moments, other researchers have investigated
people’s retrospective evaluation on other factors too [81, 68, 28]. Harrison et al. [42, 43] ex-
perimented with different type of progress bars and found out that a users choice of progress
bars is exaggerated toward the end of the procedure (end moments) when the bar showed the
highest acceleration of progress. In another study, Cockburn et al. [19] showed that users’
subjective evaluation of an interface is influenced by the experiences they encounter at the
most intense (peak) and end moments. To achieve this result, they combined both peak and
end moments of that particular experience.
Subsequently, the effects of event sequencing have long been considered in the context of
game design; for example, the placement of a boss fight at the end of a level, or use of cut
scenes to pace experience [86]. However, there has been little systematic study to understand
how sequencing of events affects player experience. Petralito et al. studied the experiences
of players of Dark Souls III [87], showing that players’ perceptions of positive experiences
and enjoyment particularly peaked right after achievement and victories (defeating the boss),
despite the struggle it took to get there. Gutwin et al. [38] systematically examined player
responses to peak and end experiences in games by manipulating the sequence of difficulty
and challenge in several games. The game sequences had an identical overall difficulty and
equal possibility of success or failure over the whole experience. However, participants per-
ception of their enjoyment, fun, and preference of replay were biased to series ending with
positive outcomes or higher challenge.
2.4 Measuring Player Experience
In recent years, researchers have investigated the experience of players based on the subjec-
tive evaluation of a player’s perception in the context of Games User Research (GUR); for
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example, in the context of different genres of games [6, 11, 18, 21, 109], different type of peo-
ple during gameplay [8, 12, 35, 57], analyzing how player experience differs while playing in a
social multiplayer setting vs solitary mode [106], interaction with strangers and collaborating
in a short time [64], multi-player engagement with players of asymmetric roles [40], exploring
different game input devices that leverages player interaction in ubiquitous settings [31] or
using a combination of inputs [107], in the context of Virtual Reality [14], investigating the
efficacy of different control schemes and effects on player experience while playing exertion
based games [98] and leveraging gamification in the context of life experience [15]. There
are many factors that are known to systematically affect the experience of players. Most of
these come from studying how players were affected by a factor of interest - rather than how
to affect players proactively for research.
It is no doubt that games are quite entertaining and have a massive audience who regu-
larly invest into buying gaming products. Researchers have been investigating to find out
why games are so compelling or engaging regardless of any physical or external reward and
how well they can achieve the game design goals by observing and understanding player
psychology through play-testing. In this section, several theories related to understanding
and measuring player experience are presented.
2.4.1 Self-Determination Theory
In operationalizing effects on player experience (pX), many researchers tend to draw from
self-determination theory (SDT) [25, 91]. Its primary focus is to differentiate between the
ideas of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, that describes how people are intrinsically mo-
tivated to perform an activity due to the enjoyment of the experience itself rather than
seeking any external reward or separable outcome [92]. Since games are engaging and have
a long-lasting effect on players [63], Ryan et al. further explored SDT in the context of
video games [93] and showed what drives players to engage with games can be explained by
these concepts. Based on the number of people playing games [83], it is presumable that
video games are inherently appealing; players often engage with them solely because of their
intrinsic motivation. However, players motivation might wane over time with a decrement
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in effort and enjoyment. But introducing a reward mechanism would react negatively and
decrease the task performance for players who identified themselves as more-motivated at
the beginning of the gamification task [7].
2.4.2 Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI)
How participants assess their subjective experience related to any study performed on them
can be often measured using a multi-dimensional measurement scale called the Intrinsic
Motivation Inventory (IMI) [73, 96]. The complete list has a total 45 items with seven sub-
scales in it. However, there are also some other versions of this IMI scale that has smaller
number of items with three to five sub-scales. A brief description about the sub-scales are
written below:
1. Interest-Enjoyment: This sub-scale identifies the level of enjoyment or fun a partic-
ipant achieved during the execution of the task (the only sub-scale that measures self
report of intrinsic motivation). The complete list contains 7-items under this sub-scale
with two of them reverse-coded.
2. Perceived Competence: How satisfied the participant feels about their task perfor-
mance or how skilled they think at the activity. The complete list contains 6-items
under this sub-scale with one of them reverse-coded.
3. Effort: A separate measure for the participants to report on the level of invested effort.
Participants report on how hard they tried or how much energy they invested in to this
task. The complete list contains 5-item questionnaires under this sub-scale with two of
them reverse-coded.
4. Pressure-Tension: The only negative measure for intrinsic-motivation. This identi-
fies how much anxious or nervous a participant felt during the task completion. The
complete list contains 5-items under this sub-scale with two of them reverse-coded.
5. Value-Usefulness: How participants internalize the activity as beneficial or important
to themselves. The complete list contains 7-items under this sub-scale with none of
them reverse-coded.
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6. Perceived Choice: Whether participants voluntarily choses the activity or not can
be demonstrated using this sub-scale. The complete list contains 7-items under this
sub-scale with five of them reverse-coded.
7. Relatedness: Based on the activity (if two or more persons are involved while per-
forming the same task) this sub-scale can be added in to the IMI questionnaire. This
questionnaire items focuses on how participants interact or feel connected to the other
person or how trustworthy they were. The complete list contains 8-items under this
sub-scale with four of them reverse-coded. (However, this is still not a validated sub-
scale [96])
Based on the theoretical questions a researcher is addressing, he can choose whatever factors
or measurements he would like to ask his participants about a particular task or activity and
construct the whole IMI questionnaire based on these factors.
2.4.3 Player Experience of Need Satisfaction (PENS)
An antecedent of intrinsic motivation is need satisfaction, which is commonly measured
using the Player Experience of Need Satisfaction (PENS) scale specifically for games [93, 88].
There is no argument that playing games is a fun activity but it is important to look closely
and explore what leads to experienced enjoyment. This scale measures players’ perceived
competence (mastery of control), perceived autonomy (feeling of agency over the games
outcome), perceived relatedness (connectedness other players), immersion (the extent to
which players are transported to the game world), and intuitive controls (how simple the
controls were to learn and use) [101].
2.4.4 Game Specific Attribution Questionnaire (GSAQ)
Attribution is an individual’s desire to find and explain the causal effects of things happen-
ing around them [46, 115]. Previous research has investigated player’s attribution in the
context of games and when it comes to game-play, players tend to rationalize their game
performance. So understanding how players attribute certain events during game-play pro-
vides deep insights about their play experience. To explain the perception of players’ causal
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beliefs, Depping et al. developed the Game Specific Attribution Questionnaire (GSAQ) [26].
GSAQ assesses four dimensions of attribution theory [113, 114, 115] :
1. Internality: This questionnaire differentiates whether a particular achievement in
game is attributed internally (the player himself is responsible) or that the reason lies
external to the player (e.g., the player blames another agent, situation or the particular
game system). This is also known as ‘Locus of Control’ (e.g., a player always fails in
the boss fight because he thinks the system gives additional advantage to the boss by
giving him extra health bars).
2. Stability: This specific measure determines how players attribute the consistency of
in-game performance over time.
3. Controllability: The dimension of Controllability identifies how strongly a particular
player believes in his or her ability to volitionally control or alter his or her performance
(e.g., a player describes the cause of failing to achieve the game objective due to lack
of effort in a particular game round).
4. Globaility: The last dimension relates to the player perception that success or failure
in the game can be attributed globally to related tasks or specifically to a particular
event in the game.
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Chapter 3
Jumping Caveman: A Tool for Studying Player
Experience
To be able to manipulate player experience, we created a game, ‘Jumping Caveman’ with a
range of features including covert assistance and hindrance that can be varied as a priori,
or in real-time, as needed, to change player perception. One of the biggest advantages of
this research tool is that it can be adjusted according to the desired research questions to
accommodate a researcher’s hypothesis in order to manipulate player experience at a fine
resolution.
3.1 Overview of the Game
To establish it as an effective research tool, we first performed a requirements analysis and
identified what type of features, control sequences and environments were essential at the
initial phases of development. The game environment was created to represent a simple casual
platformer game since this would help future developers and researchers to be able to easily
use the tool with minimal effort. A complex game environment might make it harder to allow
them to modify parameters without proper guidance, and the interaction between different
game objects might become a multi-level hierarchy problem (game objects are concurrently
dependent to each other and modifying one object effects other objects as well). Hence, we
chose single mouse interaction as our game control. Secondly, the game objective should be
easily comprehensible, even with no previous experience in that domain. Since it is likely to
be modified by researchers and will be available for studying player experience, we wanted a
clean interface instead of building complicated graphics. Finally, while we were developing
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our tool, we planned to create a secondary interface that would require very minimal technical
knowledge to modify. This would allow the researchers to modify the game objects according
to their research objectives without diving into the code base.
3.1.1 Gameplay — Interface and Controls
The game starts with a caveman character standing on the first pole, awaiting player input.
The objective of the game is to move forward by pressing and holding down the left mouse
button to power up the caveman’s jump. A power bar in the top left corner of the screen (see
figure 3.1) indicates the current jump power and fills up in real-time to provide insight into
the initiated jump level. To properly land on the poles with an adequate level of friction,
we set the vertical jump velocity slightly different to each other (for our particular research
purpose, we set a constant horizontal velocity and a variable vertical velocity- which can
be modified in the code-base if needed). When the mouse button is released, the caveman
jumps with the appropriate amount of power, as indicated by the power level. The power
bar becomes empty, immediately after the jump initiation 1.
All poles have varying heights and distances, that can be changed to alter the difficulty of the
game rounds. A higher variation in heights and distances makes it harder for the player to
predict the next jump and this increases the chances of miscalculation. Alternatively, little
or no difference in the pole heights and distances make accurate jump level prediction easier
to do. Each consecutive jump adds one point to the player’s score, and if they jump over
multiple poles, extra points for each skipped pole are also added to the player’s score. The
scoring mechanism can be described using the following example: if the player jumps from
‘Pole 1’ to ‘Pole 2’, the current score will be ‘01’ since he jumped only one consecutive pole.
Now, if the caveman jumps from ‘Pole 2’ to ‘Pole 5’, he will be jumping over ‘Pole 3 and 4’ -
which results in additional points on top of the regular ‘03’ points. The current score would
become ‘07’ now (6 points awarded for this jump). The score is displayed at the top right
corner of the screen, which initially started from zero and resets whenever the player starts
1Power Bar shown in figure 1.1 is just for demonstration purpose
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Figure 3.1: Game HUD.
from the first pole.
A timer in the upper middle section of the screen (see figure 3.1) indicates how much time
is left in the current level. The players can play as many times as they want until the timer
runs out, at which time they are directed to the next phase of the study. However, if a player
finishes up a level before the timer runs out, he is automatically directed to the next phase
as well. The timer can be modified based on the requirement of the study.
At first glance, the task of jumping from one pole to another might look like it’s resem-
bling Fitt’s law [30]. This is a widely used law in the field of Human-Computer Interaction
and it predicts that the time to move to a target area depends on the distance to it, yet
relates inversely to the target size. And so fast movements and small target areas result in
greater error rates. In our Jumping Caveman game, players had the freedom of choosing
their jump frequency and their target poles were constant in size even though the pole height
and pole-to-pole distance might vary. As such, this game does not resemble a Fitt’s task.
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3.1.2 Re-spawn Methods
Due to miscalculation and inaccurate prediction, the caveman might fall in the intermediate
gap between two poles and hit the ground. At each death, the score box resets to zero, and
a dialogue appears on the screen showing the player their most recent and best overall scores
for the current game round, with a restart button to re-spawn the caveman either at the be-
ginning of the level or at the last pole that was successfully landed on. We have implemented
two different versions of re-spawn methods to accommodate different game scenarios:
At the beginning of the level : The caveman is re-spawned at the first pole (see fig-
ure 3.2) no matter where the caveman died. This method is important if the objective of the
researcher is to force the players go through the whole game experience for a specific period
of time and find a relation between game performance (number of attempts, failure or suc-
cess or overall expertise during a complete game session) and player experience. This method
is also effective when researchers would like to investigate the learning curve of novice players.
At the last completed pole : In this case the caveman is resurrected in its last completed
pole (see figure 3.3) for which it was awarded a point.
3.2 Game Features
We implemented several features in the game that can easily be manipulated by a researcher.
Some of these features are obvious to the player (overt features) and some are hidden from
them (covert features).
3.2.1 Level Difficulty
The level difficulty in our game easily comprehensible to the players since anyone can assume
whether its harder or easier to perform jump prediction based on the visual interpretation of
the poles. We have created our level difficulty by using a combination of ‘Pole Height’ and
‘Pole Distance’.
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Figure 3.2: Re-spawn method at the beginning of the level (sequence of events in
clockwise direction starting from upper-left
Pole Height determines the height of a pole from the ground. Based on the size of the
sprite2 that we used in our system, a block is 10 Unity units. That means a pole with 10
Unity units is completely above the ground and 0 unity unit refers to a pole levelled to the
ground.
Pole Distance determines the spacing of one pole to the next. To keep similar configu-
ration, we set 10 Unity units to be the maximum possible pole distance. That means a
distance of 0 Unity units will place the poles in the exact same position overlapping each
other.
Together, the pole height and distance can be used to create higher or lower variability,
2A 2D computer graphic that can be modified as a single entity or block, for more details -
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Sprite.html
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Figure 3.3: Re-spawn method at the last successive pole (sequence of events in clock-
wise direction starting from upper-left
which makes the game more or less difficult respectively. With further play-testing, we iden-
tified the maximum possible distance that can be travelled by the caveman is about 10 Unity
units in the X-axis. And so, we have determined the distance would be about 5 Unity units
on an average. So in summary, the minimum and maximum pole height and distances in
our system is 1 Unity unit and 10 Unity units respectively. The pole height and distance are
shown in figure 3.4 and figure 3.5.
Based on all the calculations and pilot tests that had been performed with several partici-
pants in multiple sessions, we came to the conclusion that the base level of variability in ‘Pole
Height’ and ‘Pole Distance’ should be 5 Unity units - which means each pole with 5 Unity
units height and positioned at 5 Unity units from each other would give us the average game
difficulty. At figure 3.6, we demonstrate how a game level would look like with this type of 5
Unity units of level difficulty (we have not used this particular level difficulty at). Based on
this base level difficulty calculations, we made three different type of level difficulty as follows:
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High Level Difficulty : In the high level difficulty round, the maximum and minimum
‘Pole Height’ and ‘Pole Distance’ are 8.75 and 1.25 Unity units respectively. This means the
‘Pole Height’ and ‘Pole Distance’ can be anywhere from 8.75 to 1.25 Unity units which is
75% of variation than the base 5 Unity units (see figure 3.7). The more the variation is in the
consecutive poles, the harder it becomes for the player to predict the caveman power before
initiating a jump.
Medium Level Difficulty : In this level, the variation of pole is about 50% of the base 5
Unity units (see figure 3.7). This means the maximum and minimum values are now 7.5 to
2.5 Unity units.
Low Level Difficulty : This type of level difficulty is the lowest one that we have used
in our system. The variation is now set to 25% of the base 5 Unity units - the maximum
and minimum ‘Pole Height’ and ‘Pole Distance’ are 6.25 and 3.75 respectively (see figure 3.7).
All the distance calculations performed are entirely dependent on our system, the size of
sprite that we had, and the results that we have obtained from play-testing. It can be fur-
ther modified by any other researcher if he plans to alter the game avatars or any other game
objects.
3.2.2 Covert Assistance
Jump Assistance/Hindrance is the main feature in our system. We provide assistance (see
figure 3.8) by manipulating the caveman’s trajectory to land closer to the pole nearest the
destination of the unassisted trajectory (the destination pole), and hindrance (negative assis-
tance) (see figure 3.8) by manipulating the caveman’s trajectory away from the destination
pole. When the player input is received, we take the input velocity and calculate the velocity
to land on the destination ideal pole. We subtract these two numbers to get ∆V , which
represents how far the player is from a successful landing. We calculate ∆V in the same
manner for our assistance and hindrance condition. The complete procedure for performing
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Figure 3.4: Level Difficulty Demonstration. Pole Distance – Distance from one pole
to another, Pole Height – Height of a specific pole.
Figure 3.5: Maximum and Minimum Pole height and Pole Distance Demonstration
in Unity unity in respect to our implemented system (Shaded Wireframe view).
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Figure 3.6: Average Level Difficulty with Pole Height and Pole Distances set to 5
unity unit.
Figure 3.7: A demonstration chart of maximum and minimum ‘Pole Height’ and ‘Pole
Distance’.
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the trajectory manipulation is described below:
Step 1: First, we calculated the range of the projectile based on player input using the
equation 3.1
d =
v2sin2θ
g
(3.1)
Here,
v = Initial velocity of the player,
θ = Angle at which the player was thrown into the air
g = Default physics gravity in Unity (= 9.8ms2)
Step 2: Next, we identified the nearest pole position based on the range of projectile (d),
by comparing it with all the pole positions in the associated configuration file.
Step 3: And then, we calculated the required velocity (v0), to reach on top of the intended
pole based on the equation 3.2
v0 =
1
cosθ
√√√√ 12gd2
dtanθ + y0
(3.2)
Here,
d = Range of the projectile, calculated with equation 3.1,
θ = Angle at which the player was thrown into the air,
g = Default physics gravity in Unity (= 9.8ms2),
y0 = Launch height (difference of heights between player’s current pole and its intended
pole)
Step 4: Finally, we calculated the difference of a player’s initial velocity (v) and required
velocity (v0), to find out ∆V and apply assistance/hindrance based on that.
Jump Assistance
While implementing Jump Assistance, we introduced two specific ranges in which we decide
whether we will be applying assistance or not. The range or threshold values are determined
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Figure 3.8: Jumping Caveman System: (Top) Assistance, (Bottom) Hindrance or
Negative Assistance. Green line shows the assisted/hindered path and red line shows
the outcome of only player input. In the real study none of the participants saw these
trajectory paths – they are for demonstration and debugging purpose only.
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Figure 3.9: (Left image) - Visualization of Jump Assistance while the caveman is closer
to the pole (within the threshold so no assistance is applied and no red trajectory line is
shown) and (Right image) - assistance level is 75% where the red trajectory line shows
the outcome of the player input only
by ∆V . If ∆V is below a very small threshold (0.25 Unity unit), no assistance is applied since
the jump would already be successful. Applying any type of assistance would be redundant
for this case. For all other cases, we adjust the player’s input velocity by x% of ∆V , based
on the degree of assistance set in the configuration file. For example, lets assume, in the
configuration file the amount of assistance is set to 75% for a particular pole. This means we
would adjust the velocity of the caveman either by increasing or decreasing 75% of current
∆V based on whether the caveman is close to the pole from left side or away from the pole
on its right side (see figure 3.9 for a demonstration of 75% assistance).
Jump Hindrance
In the hindrance condition (see figure 3.8 – bottom), we used three difference thresholds,
chosen through play-testing, and multiply the amount of correction by a factor, depending
on the threshold. The largest threshold (1.00 Unity unit) is such that the ∆V is large
enough for the caveman and it will miss the pole without assistance. Hence no hindrance
is applied. This is intentional because we want to avoid any type of noticeability about our
system manipulation since this might result in biased player experience [27]. In fact providing
hindrance in such case might take the caveman closer to an unintended pole. The medium
and small thresholds are where we hinder the caveman’s velocity (0.25 ∼ 0.15 and ≤ 0.15
Unity unit, respectively). To calculate how much the caveman’s velocity is altered, we take
the ∆V and adjust the caveman’s velocity by an extra x% (as defined in the configuration
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file), in the direction away from the pole. To account for the variability of ∆V, the corrected
velocity is multiplied by a factor, F, depending on which threshold it is in. In this way, if the
player is very close to the pole, a larger F will be applied, causing the player to miss the pole.
Within the medium threshold F=3, and within the small threshold F=6. The values for the
thresholds and factors were chosen and tuned based on user feedback from play-testing.
3.2.3 Other Features
We also implemented several other features that could be used to manipulate the game level.
Most of these have not been explored in the context of this thesis except pole magnetism. In
the following sub-section we will be explaining them on a basis of priority:
Pole Magnetism
In an early implementation stage, we used pole magnetism as one of our primary features
that was modifiable to use it as assistance or hindrance. In this mechanism, the pole surface
acted like a magnet that can attract or repel the caveman while it’s inside a certain range
of distance and thus the assistance or hindrance mechanism worked. The properties of this
feature is explained below:
Range of Magnetism/Magnetism Area - The range is calculated by a circular area
around the surface of the pole. The centre of this circular area is at an offset to the centre
of pole surface. The offset is measured based on the distance from the approximate centre
of the caveman and the centre of the pole surface. We created three different ranges for
this ‘Magnetism Area’. The values are: 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 Unity units respectively and they
are represented as H (High), M (Medium), L (Low) in the config file (see figure 3.12). A
visualization of 5 Unity units of ‘Magnetism Range’ can be viewed in figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Circles around the poles indicates the Magnetism Area for 5 Unity units
Magnetism Level - The magnetism level is the amount of magnetism applied to our cave-
man. Since, the magnetized caveman’s speed changes while it gets inside any pole’s ’Mag-
netism Area’, we introduced an air drag to visibly reduce the change in speed. This would
help to reduce noticeability since experiencing an unusual trajectory path at certain loca-
tions (near the pole surface where the ‘Magnetism Area’ is defined) might make the player
confused. The magnetism value is set to ‘30 Unity’ units in our tool.
Other minor features
Trajectory Paths - Based on the player’s input, we calculate the caveman’s velocity and
identified the trajectory paths that were demonstrated in figure 3.8. The trajectory paths
that are shown are only available for debugging purpose. We showed the trajectory paths
in order to demonstrate our scenario effectively. In an actual experiment session, we always
turned off this visualization. However, with a small change in the inspector of unity, they
can be activated. This can lead to answering different research questions with the help of
our tool - like how players react while they realize that their performance is not completely
dependent on their own input.
Altering the friction of the pole surface(Friction Value) - this will change the
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way the caveman behaves after landing on the pole. A high velocity jump might cause falling
to the ground if the pole friction level is too low. The ‘friction’ value can be set from 0 to
1, while 0 is completely slippery and 1 refers to the highest level of ‘friction’. In the current
context of our thesis, we have set ‘friction’ level to 1 for all poles to remove it as a factor of
interest.
Type of Pole/Visual material of the pole - We have introduced total five different
types of poles which have distinctive category of friction for each of them. They have been
titled based on their appearance: 01. Rock Pole, 02. Brick Pole, 03. Brick Pole with Grass,
04. Pipe and Ice Pole, 05. Ice Pole. Although each of these poles has a default friction value,
it can be overridden with the configuration file’s friction column. They are represented as
numerical value 1-5 in the configuration file (see figure 3.12). Figure 3.11 shows the five
different poles that we have implemented in our tool.
Figure 3.11: 5 different type of poles in our Jumping Caveman System
Since changing the graphical appearance of these poles was not the objective of any of our
studies, we have used rock pole in general, and in this whole thesis when we use the term
pole, we refer to the rock pole.
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3.2.4 Configuration File
Although procedural generation of the game rounds is possible, we instead wanted to im-
plement a method by which researchers could prescribe the game rounds to ensure similar
experiences across participants. As such, we created a specific input configuration file that
interfaces with the game system to define the game round parameters and set up game ex-
periments in a controlled manner. The configuration file is used to define each pole and set
its parameters, including height, positioning, and the degree of assistance/hindrance. The
use of the configuration file, which is simply a standard comma-separated values text file,
allows non-programmers to design game rounds and study their research question of interest.
Pole X Pole Y Magnetism Level Type of Pole Friction Value Magnetism Area Assistance Level 
5.26 4.86 5 2 0.8 L + 75 
10.98 3.75 7 5 1 H + 85 
15.45 2.10 10 4 0.5 M -  85 
18.75 6.46 15 3 0.4 L 0 
23.36 8.54 4 1 0.9 M - 75 
30.48 3.60 8 6 1 L +80 
 
Figure 3.12: Sample Configuration File (Note: This is just a demonstration. Not an
actual screen-shot of our configuration file.)
The configuration file that we have created, simply encompasses the features (major and
minor) that has been explained previously. A sample configuration file has the following
columns sequentially (see figure 3.12):
• X position of Pole, Measures: Unity unit (e.g. 54.75 sets the corresponding pole at
54.75 in the X-axis)
• Y position of Pole, Measures: Unity unit (0-10) (e.g. 5.86 sets the corresponding pole
at 5.86 in the Y-axis).
• Magnetism Level, Measures: Unity unit (0-30); higher magnetism value represents
higher attraction.
• Type of Pole, Measures: Numerical value (1-5)
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• Friction Value, Measures: Unity unit (0-1)
• Magnetism Area, Measures: single character (negative value for attraction and positive
for repelling)
• Assistance Level, Measures: Numerical Value (range from -100 to +100)
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Chapter 4
General Overview of the Studies
We conducted a series of studies to identify if we could manipulate player experience using the
covert assistance technique of our tool. In our study 1, we used ‘pole magnetism’ (described
in 3.2.3) as our initial covert assistance technique. However, since this assistance technique
did not work according to the intended manner and failed to remain concealed, we discarded
it from any of our future studies.
Later on, while designing our study 2, we developed ‘Jump Assistance/Hindrance’ that ma-
nipulates the caveman’s original trajectory. This technique helped the caveman get closer
to the intended pole or interrupted the direction of caveman jump. In this study, we con-
trolled the hidden assistance to establish that our system works efficiently at manipulating
experience in the hypothesized and intended way. From the very beginning of our study de-
ployment, our expectation was that the covert assistance techniques, would alter the player’s
in-game performance. A secondary goal was to verify whether the players noticed the hidden
assistance, since the pole variation was consistent throughout the whole game round for all
conditions. In study 3, we explored whether these results hold regardless of the level dif-
ficulty, demonstrating that the strength of the assistance, and thereby the sense of success
and failure can be scaled.
In study 3, we controlled the sequence of covert assistance – we created two levels with
identical pole difficulty and assistance, varying only the placement of the assisted and hin-
dered poles within the game round to demonstrate the resolution of the system.
In this chapter, we discuss the procedures of our experiments that were common to all
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of our studies. The first section gives an overview of our online deployment platform. Fol-
lowing this, the next sections go through all components of a complete study session from
participant consent forms to two pre–game questionnaires, instructions to play our game,
a short training round to get the players familiarized with the game environment and con-
trols, a game session consisting of several game rounds (relevant to the research question), a
follow-up post–game questionnaire after each game round, and a final debrief explaining the
experiment purpose and the assistance mechanism.
4.1 Participant Recruitment Platform
We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to recruit our participants and navigate them
to our online deployment. MTurk is an established and reliable research tool – also referred
to as an online labour market [72] – for conducting behavioural research. This platform
works as a mediator between parties who offers a variety of requests (known as ‘Requesters’)
and qualified paid workers. The requesters post different tasks on MTurk, known as Human
Intelligence Tasks (HITs) that cannot be easily solved by a web-based robot and requires
active human participation (e.g., find the best photograph from the next set of photos that
describe the front gate of a particular store located at your neighbourhood and answer the
following surveys based on this task). We preferred MTurk over a controlled lab environment
for the following reasons:
• One of the biggest advantages of using M-Turk is the statistical power that we would
be able to achieve by reaching hundreds or thousands of diverse subjects with varying
ages, task preferences, game expertise levels, and distinct personality traits. Access to a
diverse range of participants helps with the ecological validity of our studies. Performing
a study in a supervised lab environment might not provide us with the versatility to
recruit such a group of participants due to geographical limitations. To manage and go
through one complete experiment in lab settings might also take days or even months
while MTurk allows is to complete such demanding tasks in only several hours.
• Less time investment in data collection means there is a possibility of more experimental
iterations.
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• MTurk gives researchers sufficient options to choose a subject pool according to the re-
search requirements. MTurk lets the requesters create custom filters with age, location,
HIT acceptance rate, and other criteria.
• Before accepting any HIT, requesters can also validate the tasks performed by a par-
ticular MTurk worker. This ensures high quality dataset.
Since we were working with human subjects, we obtained the ethical approval from Univer-
sity of Saskatchewan behavioural research ethics board and confirmed that our study strictly
follows all the standard ethical guidelines that ensures privacy of any personal data. Addi-
tionally, we only invited participants located in the US who were 18 or older. For quality
control, we opened our HIT to participants with a prior approval rate of 90% or more. Fur-
thermore, we rechecked for data loss prevention and added qualifications for the group of
participants who had completed the current study. The final qualification check ensures no
data acquisition from same participant in our study series more than once.
4.2 Participation Consent
At the beginning of the study session, before navigating to the experiment, we always re-
ceived a participant’s informed consent 1, in which we presented details about our experiment
procedure, time to complete the full study session, and other relevant details about our study.
However, we did not receive any digital signature. Instead, the participants were required to
agree to the consent form and move forward by clicking a button. The consent form had the
following parts:
1. Title of the study,
2. Name and contact information of the researchers,
3. Complete study procedure description in brief,
4. Study Fund,
5. Information on the confidentiality of the study,
1The consent forms can be found in appendix A
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Figure 4.1: Instructions to play the game
6. Right to withdraw,
7. Follow-up information and questions or concerns.
4.3 Pre–Game Session Questionnaire
The pre–game questionnaire was divided into two two parts - the first part asked the par-
ticipants about their demographics information (age, sex, education level, employment and
marital status) and the second part gathered data about their previous gaming expertise
(frequency of game-play, self-identification of gaming expertise, dominant hand, interested
game genres, and devices they used to play with). Both of these questionnaires are shown in
appendix B.1 and B.2.
4.4 Training Round
Following the pre–game questionnaire, participants were sent to the instructions page. The
objective of this page was to give an overview of the type of game they were going to play,
game controls, and the scoring method (see figure 4.1).
Before presenting our actual game session to the participants, we introduced a short practice
session of one minute. This round had the following dissimilarities from the actual game
session:
• First, it did not contain the similar configuration of level difficulty. It was relatively
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easier since the variance in pole height and pole distances were low. We used a separate
configuration file for the training round. This file is different from the experimental
conditions since participants were playing our game for the first time and some of them
might not be experienced with game-playing at all.
• Second, we always used an average level of assistance in this training round. The average
level was determined based on the degree of assistance we used for the respective study.
• And finally, although we logged data in this training round; none of these data were
analyzed in the context of this thesis.
4.5 Post-Game Session Questionnaire
Subsequent to the training round, the participants were directed to our game-play conditions.
A ‘Post–Game Session Questionnaire’ was presented after each round to reflect upon their
gaming experience. We evaluated our manipulations by logging in–game behaviour as well
as subjective measurements using questionnaires.
4.5.1 Player Experience(pX)
We used a 17-item questionnaire to investigate pX. The survey questions consists of the
enjoyment and effort sub–scales from IMI scale [73, 96], competence from PENS [93, 88, 101],
the internality construct from the game-specific attribution questionnaire (GSAQ) [26], and a
one-item response on perceived difficulty. Each of these constructs were rated using a 7-point
likert scale. A brief overview of the questions are given below while the complete question
set is listed on appendix B.3.
Interest-Enjoyment and Effort
These sub–scales included questions such as: Enjoyment - ‘I enjoyed this game round very
much’, Effort - ‘I put a lot of effort into this game round’.
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Competence
Competence indicates a sense of mastery over challenges, e.g., My ability to play this game
round is well matched with the game’s challenges. We measured competence as it is a main
predictor of game enjoyment [93] and also is the factor by which covert assistance manipulates
player experience [27, 109].
Internality
This sub-scale measures how internally (vs. externally) players attribute their performance
(e.g., ‘How well I did in this game was completely due to me.’). We measured internality to
identify whether the players attribute the cause of their performance to themselves or to the
system as an important measure for the use of covert assistance manipulations. If internality
dropped drastically, we could assume that players felt that their performance was due to the
system.
Difficulty
This measurement was fairly straightforward, using a one-item question to reflect upon the
difficulty - ‘This game round was difficult’. We included this question item for the following
reasons:
• To identify whether there is any interaction with the level difficulty and the covert
assistance techniques
• To measure how well the player’s ability or expertise was matched with the game’s
difficulty
• As a manipulation check for the implemented assistance/hindrance.
4.5.2 Game Performance Measures
While playing the game rounds, we logged several metrics related to the game and the player’s
performance for the sake of evaluation and data analyses. A complete list of the game logs
are shown below: (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Game Performance Measures (Left Column - Parameter Name, Right
Column - Description of the log).
Parameter Name Description of the metrics 
roundNum Which game round the participant is playing 
poleNumber At which pole the caveman is standing 
poleDistance 
The distance between current pole position and previous pole position of the 
caveman jump 
poleHeight Current pole height 
distanceToTheNearestPole 
After calculating the caveman’s jump trajectory determine where it would land 
and distance to the nearest pole 
magnetsimLevel Level of ‘Pole Magnetism’ (while the feature is activated) – otherwise zero (‘0’) 
magnetismArea 
The area where ‘Pole Magnetism’ gets applied and the caveman gets attracted or 
repelled 
trajectoryAssistance The level of ‘Jump Assistance’ 
trajectoryHindrance The level of ‘Jump Hindrance’ 
friction Level of ‘Pole Friction’ (minor feature) – default 1 for the thesis context 
power The percentage of power bar that was filled up during the caveman jump 
score Current score of the game 
success Was the caveman jump successful? 
failure Did the caveman jump failed 
successWithoutAnyAssist Would the jump have been successful if there was no assistance? 
 
However for the context of the studies in this thesis, we derived the following metrics for each
round as performance indicators:
• Number of Deaths: calculated based on the total number of ’failure’(s) per ‘round-
Num’
• Maximum score: number of poles successfully jumped before death - calculated using
the ‘score’ column.
The complete list of game performance logs gives an overview of the strength of our tool that
can be leveraged for many other research ideas.
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4.6 Debriefing Session
Since performance manipulation was different for each study, we will be presenting the de-
briefing texts in the following chapters 5 to 8. A debriefing is an essential part of the consent
process for the following reasons:
• Debriefing is essential when an experiment involves any sort of deception to human
participants. Our study involved trajectory manipulation for at least half of the con-
ditions and players experienced a game-play that did not completely reflect their own
game performance.
• The debriefing procedure gave full insight on how the hypotheses were tested for our
research and the techniques used for the trajectory manipulation.
• The debriefing process also provided participants with instructions on how they could
obtain further information about the full experiment procedure to clarify any scenario
in respect to participation and collected data.
Before concluding the experiment, we asked the participants to give feedback about the pur-
pose of the conducted experiment in their own words in a free-form text box. Following this
feedback session, we performed a complete debrief about the purpose of our experiment, the
type of manipulation, and the number of game rounds affected by this manipulation. Since
the participants’ game experience slight differed than it would have without performance
manipulation, it was essential for us to debrief them with information on our procedures.
For most of the studies half of the total game rounds were manipulated and they perceive a
deviation in their game performance.
In addition to this, to ensure whether the participants were attentive in the debriefing ses-
sion (since it could be skipped with a submit button), we presented a secondary survey page.
We asked the following questions to answer either true or false: (a) My performance was
completely dependent on my skill, (b) The trajectory of the caveman jump was manipulated.
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4.7 Technical Overview and Further Testing
4.7.1 Brief Overview of the Online System
Each participant was presented a URL in the MTurk HIT that redirected them to our online
server. The online system was built using the Flask app with the aid of Python scripts.
Other functionalities included communication with a database - the programming interface
was made using SQLAlchemy. This database was used to log all the game performance
measures listed in 4.5.2.
4.7.2 Game Engine and Game Builds
The game was built using Unity2 5.0.1 initially and had been updated until the release
of unity 5.6.0. We have used several assets from the Unity Asset Store3 to create game
backgrounds, several game objects (e.g., the caveman, clouds on the background, and all
type of poles) and modeling the trajectory. Since we planned to use an online system to
deploy our study, we exported our game in web player4 initially for Study 1. However,
building games and embedding into a web player got depreciated from unity and most of
the modern browsers also stopped supporting NPAPI plugins5. As a result, we transferred
our game builds to WebGL6 as it is widely supported in almost all web browsers. For Study
1, before commencing the experiment, we had to confirm if the participants had installed
web-player in their system. Changing the builds to WebGL also let us remove this extra
precautionary step.
2A cross platform game engine, https://unity3d.com/
3https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/
4https://unity3d.com/webplayer
5Netscape Plugin Application Programming Interface is an application programming interface(API) for
web browsers; web player is one these NPAPI plugins
6https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebGL API
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4.7.3 Performance Testing
Participants of our experiment used mostly the Chrome and Firefox browsers to view the
session and play our game. However, due to different screen size of the monitors they could
be using, there was a chance of unusual cut-off of the game screen. To minimize this issue,
we exported our game in to a resolution of 900 x 500 to fit most screens and performed
preliminary testing on most of the supported screen resolutions over different web browsers.
The game data loaded on to the participant machine initially, while the relevant web-page
loaded with the game into a data-frame. We tested our game at low-bandwidth (512 Kbps
and 1 Mbps) to ensure uninterrupted experiment session.
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Chapter 5
Study 1: Manipulating Player Experience
with Pole Magnetism
The primary objective of this study was to explore the effectiveness of our system in terms of
manipulating player experience and figure out how level difficulty would interact with the pole
magnetism assistance technique. We also wanted to create an easily-configurable system to
make sure researchers could change it according to their needs. The pole magnetism feature
was established keeping in mind that it could be modified either to attract the caveman
towards the pole (acting as assistance) or repel the caveman away from it (as a means to
hindrance). A brief demonstration regarding how this pole magnetism works can also be
found in 3.2.3.
5.1 Experimental Conditions
5.1.1 Game Rounds with Level Difficulty and Pole Magnetism
We used two types of level difficulty and two degrees of pole magnetism to build up the
experimental conditions. Before explaining the four individual conditions, we will briefly
explain the level difficulty and pole magnetism separately.
Easy Level
If we consider that difficulty is the only one factor that is controlling the game round, then
this condition would actually mimic the ‘Low Level Difficulty’ round, explained in 3.2.1. It
used the same 25% variation in pole height and distances. The avatar could easily jump over
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more than one pole because they were relatively close to each other. Since the poles are so
close, this round was significantly easier than any other round even there was no assistance
applied.
Hard Level
The pole height and inter-pole distance variations were set to a relatively wider range that
imitated the ‘High Level Difficulty’ (see 3.2.1) that used about 75% of pole variation. It was
considerably harder to jump over any single pole because they were placed relatively far away
from each other and also varied quite a lot in their height. Based on the pole positions, this
round was quite hard.
Two Variants of Pole Magnetism
We created two versions of pole magnetism, one with the assistance activated and another
one with zero/no magnetism. The assistance technique was controlled by the ‘Magnetism
Area’ (check 3.2.3 for reference) and the size of this area was kept same throughout the
whole round. The magnitude of pole magnetism was set to 30 unity units (as stated in
3.2.3), selected based on several testing and debugging procedures:
1. This is the maximum possible value for the magnitude of this feature. Any value more
than 30 unity units might have become noticeable to the players and they would have
observed the manipulation,
2. While the caveman went through a particular ‘Magnetism Area’, he was dragged toward
the respective pole surface due to the implemented magnetism on that particular pole.
Based on its direction, it also might slightly bend toward the pole in a manner that
does not resemble a parabolic motion. The magnitude of 30 unity units kept it at the
minimum level while maintaining the magnetism level as powerful as possible.
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Instead of using the level difficulty or pole magnetism factors individually, we crossed all
of them and created four experimental conditions:
1. Magnetism - Easy,
2. Magnetism - Hard,
3. No Magnetism - Easy,
4. No Magnetism - Hard.
Participants re-spawned at the beginning of each level when they died (see 3.1.2 for details)
and played each condition for 4 minutes.
5.1.2 Debriefing about the experimental conditions
As stated previously in 4.6, we always performed a debriefing session about our experiment.
Although, the session came at the very end of the experiment, we describe it here:
Cover story: You were testing a game under development.
Explanation: We are interested in looking at the interplay between difficulty level and
performance assistance. There were two difficulty levels - it is harder to play the game when
the poles are spaced out more and vary more in height. We also had performance assistance.
Sometimes the poles had ’magnetism’ applied, which attracted the cavemen and made it
easier to land on them.
Performance: Because we manipulated the trajectory of your avatar, your performance was
not always completely dependent on your skill level. We helped you out a little with pole
magnetism in half of the levels.
5.2 Procedure
At the very beginning of the experiment, participants were provided with a consent form,
and they had to agree with it to advance into the experiment (see 4.2 for details). Next, we
asked the participants about their demographics followed by another set of questionnaires
asking them about their previous gaming experience. After this, they were presented with
a training round of our ‘Jumping Caveman’ game with the pole magnetism set to 15 Unity
units and a medium level difficulty (see 3.2.1 for details). We then presented our experimental
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conditions to the participants one after another followed by the post-game questionnaires
subsequent to each round. This post-game session survey asked them about their enjoyment,
effort, competence, internality, and difficulty of the relevant game round (as described in
section 4.5). To avoid potential learning effects that could occur by presenting the rounds
sequentially, we presented them using a balanced Latin Square design. In a Latin Square
design, every start position is represented by recirculating the order of the conditions. In
a fully counterbalanced design, the conditions are presented in all possible orders - which
would require 24 possible conditions for our case. On the other hand, in a balanced Latin
Square design, even though the number of combinations decreases, it protects and evens out
the what-follows-what condition and protects against ordering effects, leaving us only four
possible combinations. At the end of the experiment, participants were requested to provide
any information they could imagine about the purpose of this experiment in a free text
box form. Finally, before wrapping up everything, we debriefed them about the complete
experimental procedure and how their performance was manipulated. The entire experiment
took around 40 minutes to complete, and each of the participant was given $5 to compensate
their time and effort.
5.3 Participants
All of the participants for this study were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(MTurk). In this online system, any active worker can accept the HIT if they are quali-
fied to perform the task. Since we tracked all of our participants, a total of 63 participants
initially got involved and completed our experiment either partially or entirely. However,
if any participant wished to leave our system without completing the whole experiment or
remained idle for 90 minutes, the HIT became invalid due to timeout, and some other par-
ticipant became eligible to accept the HIT. Before performing any further analyses, it was
indeed a necessity to carry out a filtering and cleansing procedure to remove any unwanted
participants.
Initial Removal : 13 participants did not complete our experiment entirely and we only
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Figure 5.1: Brief Demographics (Part 1) overview of the Recruited Participants for
Study 1
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Figure 5.2: Brief Demographics (Part 2) overview of the Recruited Participants for
Study 1
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had a partial amount of data of these people, they were removed at the initial stage through
MTurk. We were left with the remaining 50 participants (mean(m) = 34.38 years, Standard
Deviation(SD) = 8.597 and 48% Female).
Participant Filtering : In the group of 50 participants, some tried to answer all/some
part of the surveys randomly or very quickly. We identified these non-compliant data based
on their response time and consistency metrics (as per suggestion of Meade and Craig [74]).
We removed participants who spent less than 1.5 seconds/question on 2 or more of the com-
bined pX questionnaires (n=2). Based on the variance of responses for each pX construct
individually, we also excluded participants who had a variance of more than 3 SD above
mean on any construct (n=5). Because of this removal of participants, we analyzed 43 of
the participants (m = 35.14 years, SD = 8.983 and 51.2% Female). A brief overview of the
participants is demonstrated in figure 5.1 and figure 5.2.
5.4 Hypotheses
Due to manipulating level difficulty with pole magnetism we expected difference in:
Difficulty: Each level of decrease in difficulty and increase in magnetism value will make
the participants perceive a decrease in subjective game difficulty.
Competence: Players will perceive themselves as more competent in levels in which was
assisted with pole magnetism and in levels with lower difficulty.
Enjoyment: Enjoyment will be increased with lower level difficulty and higher pole mag-
netism.
Effort: Player’s perception of invested effort will be less while the magnitude of pole mag-
netism is higher and the level difficulty is lower.
Internality: Players will attribute their performance more internally when magnetism is
provided. However, in levels with greater difficulty, the players would attribute more exter-
nally.
Performance: Players will die less frequently and obtain a higher maximum score with
increased pole magnetism and decreased level difficulty.
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5.5 Data Analyses
We have performed a repeated-measures MANOVA (performed in IBM SPSS1) with level
difficulty (Easy and Hard) and pole magnetism (No Magnetism and Magnetism) as two
within-subjects factors.
5.5.1 Dependent Measures
We had two types of dependent measures in our study:
Subjective
Perceived difficulty, enjoyment, effort, competence and internality - these measures were
calculated based on the survey questionnaire that was presented after each round of game-
play. Each of these feedback constructs were measured on a 7-point likert scale.
Objective
We also used game logs to calculate two objects dependent measures.
Number of Deaths: This is calculated based on total number of failed attempts for all
poles in a particular round for each participant. We used the ‘failure’ column to calculate
this value.
Maximum Score: This measure is calculated based on the highest score that one participant
achieved in one round of game-play.
1https://www.ibm.com/analytics/data-science/predictive-analytics/spss-statistical-software
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5.6 Results
5.6.1 Player Performance
Main Effect
There were main effects of level difficulty on max score (F1,42 = 43.15, p<.001) (see table 5.1),
showing that players had higher maximum scores in the easy levels than hard levels. However
we did not observe a similar effect of level difficulty on the death rate between the easy and
hard conditions.
Furthermore, a main effect of pole magnetism showed that players had higher maximum
scores (F1,42 = 15.692, p<.001) and died less frequently(F1,42 = 19.958, p<.001) in the game
rounds where pole magnetism assistance was applied.
Interaction Effect
There was significant interaction effect for Maximum Score (F1,42 = 4.452, p=.041) – demon-
strating that players had higher maximum score in Easy Levels than Hard levels with pole
magnetism activated, while compared to ‘Easy-No Magnetism’ and ‘Hard-No Magnetism’
rounds. A similar interaction effect was also found for the number of deaths (F1,42 = 5.5634,
p=.022) showing that the death rate was higher in hard levels than easy levels while there
was no magnetism, comparing it with the ‘Easy-Magnetism’ and ‘Hard-Magnetism’ rounds
(see figure 5.3). Thus we can conclude that pole magnetism worked differently depending on
the difficulty of the level.
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Table 5.1: Repeated–measures MANOVA results: f–statistic, p–values and effect size
for dependent measures for Study 1 (here, n.s = non significant)
 
Level Difficulty Covert Assistance Interaction 
F1,42 p 2p F1,42 p 2p F1,42 p 2p 
Difficulty 12.935 .001 .235 4.744 .035 .101 .171 .682 .004 
Enjoyment .663 .420 .016 9.942 .003 .191 .230 .634 .005 
Effort .009 .926 n.s. 1.725 .196 .039 4.321 .044 .093 
Competence 7.995 .007 .160 9.814 .003 .189 2.491 .122 .056 
Internality .333 .567 .008 .000 1.000 n.s. .622 .435 .015 
Number of Deaths 1.124 .295 .026 19.958 <.001 .322 5.634 .022 .118 
Max Score 43.150 <.001 .507 15.692 <.001 .272 4.452 .041 .096 
 
5.6.2 Player Experience
Main Effects
There were main effects of level difficulty on perceived difficulty (F1,42 = 12.935, p<.001)
and competence (F1,42 = 7.995, p=.007) but not on enjoyment (F1,42 = .663, p=.420), effort
(F1,42 = .009, p=.926) and internality (F1,42 = .333, p=.567) (see table 5.1).
There were main effects of pole magnetism on perceived difficulty (F1,42 = 4.744, p=.035),
enjoyment (F1,42 = 9.942, p=.003), and competence (F1,42 = 9.814, p=.003), but not on effort
(F1,42 = 1.725, p=.196) and internality (F1,42 = .000, p=.1.0) (see table 5.1).
Interaction Effects
There were no significant interactions between level difficulty and pole magnetism on per-
ceived difficulty, enjoyment, competence or internality (see table 5.1). However the interac-
tion effect on effort (F1,42 = 4.321, p=.044) was significant. This showed that players invested
more effort in the ‘Hard - Magnetism’ condition in comparison to ‘Hard - No Magnetism’
(see figure 5.4), but there was no effect of magnetism for the easy conditions.
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Figure 5.3: Mean ± Standard Error for representing Player Performance measures –
Study 1.
Figure 5.4: Mean ± Standard Error for representing Player Performance measures –
Study 1.
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5.7 Discussion of Study 1
The main effects of pole magnetism on most of the constructs (difficulty, enjoyment, compe-
tence, number of deaths and max score) proved that our implemented assistance mechanism
worked quite well at affective experience. However the effect of perceived difficulty seems
stronger in terms of overt manipulation (changing level difficulty) than covert manipulation
(manipulating assistance) - this definitely suggests that these methods might not have been
balanced properly.
If we closely look into the interaction effects, we also observe that only effort was marginally
significant out of all the player experience measures. This showed that there was not much
interaction going on between our assistance technique and level difficulty. This suggests that
even though the main effects were not properly balanced, the effects of pole magnetism gen-
erally held when level difficulty was introduced.
However the main effect and interaction effect on internality for both level difficulty and
pole magnetism is non-significant. This contradicts our expectations about the system since
despite significant differences in player performance, the reflection on internality was similar.
In fact, several participants informed that they were able to notice the effect of pole mag-
netism while the avatar was landing on the poles. They saw the avatar changing its direction
while getting closer to the respected pole but did not rate the internality differently.
Based on the results obtained in this study, as a conclusion we can state that: even though
some of the measured constructs were significant, the associated effect sizes were small. Even
though our pole magnetism technique seem to be successfully manipulating some player ex-
perience, controlling the effect of this type of assistance is challenging. Based on these results
and player feedback, we decided to implement a different type of assistance method – hence
we introduced trajectory assistance (see 3.2.2 for details) that works solely on player input,
and thus any alteration on player performance should remain hidden.
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Chapter 6
Study 2: Manipulating Player Experience
with Jump Assistance/Hindrance
Since the first study with pole magnetism was not effective enough to manipulate player
experience while keeping the assistance hidden, we changed our covert assistance technique
and developed jump assistance mechanism (described in 3.2.2). In contrast to our study with
pole magnetism, we did not take level difficulty into consideration in order to implement a
simpler study design and achieve significant manipulation results without players noticing
the implemented assistance. The primary goal of this study was to identify if we could
manipulate player experience by using our newest assistance method.
6.1 Experimental Conditions
Here, we created our experimental conditions based on different degrees of ‘Jump Assis-
tance/Hindrance’: Positive Assistance (where trajectory manipulation helps the caveman
on successful jump completion), Neutral State (neither assistance nor hindrance), Negative
Assistance (pushing away the caveman from its intended pole). We maintained consistent
level difficulty in all of these conditions in order to remove any potential interaction with the
implemented assistance technique.
6.1.1 Three Types of Game Rounds
Level difficulty was kept at the medium level, regardless of condition, by using the same set
of poles in all three conditions. We simply varied the starting pole so that participants would
not experience each as the same game round, but would feel as if the rounds were unique.
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High Assistance
We set the assistance as high as 80% for this condition. This means player’s input velocity
was adjusted by 80% of ∆V. (for reference this can be checked at 3.2.2 to know how the
calculations were done with respect to ∆V ).
Neutral
This is the most straightforward condition in which none of the player’s performance was
manipulated. In this condition, we did not perform any calculation of a player’s input velocity,
and we have not applied any assistance or hindrance. Hence, there was no manipulation of
player trajectory. This also implied that, players’ score will be entirely dependent on their
performance (how accurately they could predict the jump).
High Hindrance/High Negative Assistance
We set the hindrance level to as high as 80% for this condition - meaning that a player’s
input velocity was hindered by 80% of ∆V. (for reference this can be checked at 3.2.2 to
know how the calculations were done for the hindrance levels with respect to ∆V).
Participants re-spawned at the beginning of each level after they fall to the ground ( re-
spawning methods are described at 3.1.2) and played each condition for 4 minutes despite
the number of times they died. The timer on the background was automatically paused until
they hit the restart button on the score viewing screen, which appeared after each unsuc-
cessful attempt (a screenshot of the game end screen can be found at the bottom right image
of figure 3.2). There was no limitation on death rate or maximum possible score since the
number of poles was too hard to complete within the time limit – this acted as an infinite
game round from the perspective of the player.
6.1.2 Debriefing about the experimental conditions
The debriefing session was performed at the very end of the experiment as usual after receiving
player feedback on our system. We used the debrief procedure to let our participants know
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about the objective of our research and what type of manipulations were performed:
Cover story: You were testing a game under development.
Explanation: We are interested in looking at the interplay between performance assistance
and hindrance. There were three difficulty levels - it becomes easier to play when we provide
assistance and harder while there is hindrance. We manipulated the jumps made by the
caveman by adjusting their trajectory and initial velocity.
Performance: Because we manipulated the trajectory of your avatar, your performance
was not always completely dependent on your skill level. We helped you out a little with
trajectory assistance in one level and made it difficult to jump by providing hindrance in
another one. The remaining level had no assistance or hindrance in it.
6.2 Procedure
After receiving informed consent, participants were asked to give their demographic informa-
tion along with a survey questionnaire of their experience with games. After the pre–game
session questionnaire, we presented a training round of our ‘Jumping Caveman’ game with
a medium level of assistance (assistance level = 55%, which was set as +55% in the config
file) and medium level difficulty (same as the original game rounds). Following this train-
ing round, participants played three consecutive game rounds - one for each experimental
condition: High Assistance, Neutral and High Hindrance. To remove any learning effect,
we fully counterbalanced the order in which conditions were presented. At the end of each
game round, participants completed the post–game session questionnaire to reflect upon
their current game round experience. At the end of the experiment session, we asked for
their feedback about the purpose of the game session in a free text box similar to our study
1 and debriefed them. We also validated whether they had paid attention to our debriefing
carefully by asking two short queries about it. The entire experiment took approximately 30
minutes to complete, and participants received a compensation of $5.
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6.3 Participants
We recruited 54 participants (m = 36.13 years, SD = 11.31 and 38.9% Female) to participate
in the study through MTurk. To exclude participants who did not take care in answering the
survey questions, we identified noncompliance by response time and consistency metrics, as
suggested by Meade & Craig [74]. We removed participants who spent less than 1.5 seconds
per question on 2 or more of the combined pX questionnaires (n=1). We also detected the
variance of responses for each pX construct individually and excluded participants who had
a variance of more than 3 standard deviations above the mean on any construct (n=2) -
this process excluded participants who consistently did not pay attention to reverse-coded
items. This left 51 participants in our analyses (m = 35.98 years, SD = 10.67 and 40.8%
Female, 86.3% right handed). In figure 6.1 and figure 6.2, we provide a brief overview of the
demographics of our participants that were left after executing the filter.
6.4 Hypotheses
We expected that manipulating assistance and hindrance to create three levels would yield
effects on:
Difficulty: Players will perceive a decrease in difficulty with increased assistance.
Competence: Players will perceive themselves as more competent when assisted more.
Enjoyment: Players will experience more enjoyment when assisted more.
Effort: Players will perceive that they invested less effort when assisted more.
Internality: Players will attribute their performance more internally when more assistance
is provided.
Performance: Players will die less frequently and obtain a higher maximum score with
increased assistance.
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Figure 6.1: Brief Demographics (part 1) overview of the Recruited Participants for
Study 2
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Figure 6.2: Brief Demographics overview (part 2) of the Recruited Participants for
Study 2
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Table 6.1: Repeated–measures MANOVA results: f–statistic, p–values and effect size
for dependent measures for Study 2.
 F2,100 p 2p 
Difficulty 110.0 <.001 .69 
Enjoyment 20.9 <.001 .30 
Effort 3.22 .044 .06 
Competence 92.1 <.001 .65 
Internality 11.2 <.001 .18 
Number of Deaths 454.5 <.001 .90 
Max Score 161.8 <.001 .76 
 
6.5 Data Analyses
We conducted a repeated-measures MANOVA with the three levels of covert assistance (High
Assistance, No Assistance, High Hindrance) as a within-subjects factor on the dependent
measures of perceived difficulty, enjoyment, effort, competence, internality, number of deaths,
and maximum score. Degrees of freedom for pairwise comparisons were adjusted using the
least significant difference method. Alpha was set to 0.05.
6.6 Results
6.6.1 Player Performance
Assistance1 significantly affected performance as there were main effects of assistance on both
the total number of deaths and the maximum achieved score per game round (see table 6.1
and figure 6.3). Pairwise comparisons revealed that deaths decreased significantly with each
level of assistance (F2,100 = 454.5, p<.001) and maximum score increased with each level
(F2,100 = 161.8, p<.001).
1In this section while we use the term assistance, we refer to both Jump Assistance and Jump Hindrance
where hindrance is considered as negative assistance.
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Figure 6.3: Means ± Standard Error of performance measures - Study 2.
Figure 6.4: Means ± Standard Error for player experience measures – Study 2.
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6.6.2 Player Experience
We observed significant main effect of assistance on each of the dependent measures (diffi-
culty, enjoyment, effort, competence, and internality) (see table 6.1 and figure 6.4).
Difficulty: Pairwise comparisons revealed differences in perceived difficulty between each
degree of assistance (F2,100 = 110.0, p<.001, η
2
p = 0.69), in which perceived difficulty de-
creased with each increase in assistance.
Enjoyment: There were also significant differences in enjoyment between each degree of
assistance (F2,100 = 20.9, p<.001, η
2
p = 0.30), in which enjoyment increased with assistance.
However, pairwise comparison revealed that perceived enjoyment was slightly lower in signif-
icance (p=.015) between the High Assistance and Neutral condition. For all other pairwise
comparisons, p<.001.
Effort: There was a significant difference in invested effort between Neutral and High Hin-
drance (F2,100 = 3.22, p<.05, η
2
p = 0.06); however, no other pairwise comparisons were
significant (p>.05).
Competence: There were also significant differences in perceived competence between each
level of assistance (F2,100 = 92.1, p<.001, η
2
p = 0.65), in which perceived competence in-
creased with each degree of assistance (all p<.001).
Internality: Finally, internality increased with assistance, and the difference between High
Hindrance and Neutral was significant (p<.001) as was the difference between High Hin-
drance and High Assistance (p<.001) conditions; however, there was no significant difference
between Neutral and High Assistance (p>.05). If both assistance techniques would show
lower internality scores, we could have assumed that players noticed the manipulation. A
more external attribution pattern associated with poor performance is coherent with our
expectations of self-serving attribution biases [78].
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6.7 Discussion of Study 2
The results of our second study indicated that we successfully manipulated player experience
with Jump Assistance and Hindrance. As expected, players performed better with assistance
and worse with hindrance, and this was reflected in their perceptions of the game’s difficulty,
their own competence, and their perceived enjoyment. Each of the main effects showed a
proper trend of the constructs in the expected manner, showing how player performance
increased gradually with higher degrees of assistance and how it was reflected with all other
player experience measures. Furthermore, the effects on internality (significant difference
only between High Hindrance and the other two conditions) are consistent with self-serving
attribution biases [78], in that players attributed their failure to the system and their success
to themselves. The large effects on performance and perceived difficulty also showed that
the different degree of assistance and hindrance were very strong and were perceived by the
players. However, the strength of assistance seemed stronger in High Assistance rounds -
which yielded greater performance results (low death rates and high maximum scores - based
on figure 6.3).
If we look back and compare with the results of our study 1, we would find that our current
outcome had improved significantly. This assistance technique is more controllable and easily
configurable than the previous one. With pole magnetism, it was not easy to establish the
fact that if the strength of magnetism was doubled, the probability of success rate would
increase. However with Jump Assistance/Hindrance, by examining the results reported at
figure 6.3, we can formulate that if the assistance is doubled, the probability of failure would
decrease to half. None of the participants reported noticing any covert assistance technique
or abnormality in caveman’s jump trajectory. In the study with pole magnetism, the self-
serving attribution bias could not be established - which was shown as a significant difference
in this study.
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Chapter 7
Study 2B: The Interaction of Covert Assis-
tance and Level Difficulty
In our previous chapter, we presented Study 2, in which the level difficulty was set to medium,
and we looked into the strength of our assistance techniques. We implemented relatively
strong amounts of assistance and hindrance. Other researchers might use games that are
inherently more difficult or a lot easier or may wish to match the level difficulty to the
expertise of the player irrespective of his previous game-play experience. Other researchers
might also be limited in how strong the assistance can be while keeping it unobtrusive to
the players. If we consider this relatively unnoticeable covert assistance to be an effective
method of manipulating player experience, we need to identify and understand if the effects
hold over different types of level difficulty. As such, we conducted a follow-up to our previous
Study 2, in which we looked into at two different degrees of assistance in an easy and hard
game difficulty level.
7.1 Experimental Conditions
We implemented two difficulty levels (easy and hard) and two degree of assistance (low and
high).
7.1.1 Game Rounds with Level Difficulty and Assistance
These two game rounds are exactly similar to ‘Low Level Difficulty’ and ‘High Level Difficulty’
as explained in 3.2.1. Other properties of these levels are also explained in 5.1.
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Easy Level
We varied the pole height and inter-pole distances at a very small range (25% of the base 5
Unity units, so the maximum and minimum ‘Pole Height’ and ‘Pole Distance’ are 8.75 and
1.25 respectively) throughout the whole level. The avatar could easily jump over more than
one pole because the poles were relatively close to each other.
Hard Level
The pole height and inter-pole distance variations were set to a relatively wider range (75%
of the base 5 Unity units, so the maximum and minimum ‘Pole Height’ and ‘Pole Distance’
are 6.25 and 3.75 respectively). It was harder to jump over any single pole because they were
comparatively far from each other.
Low Assistance
A low degree of assistance was applied throughout the whole game round. We applied a
random amount of assistance between 30% and 40% to every pole.
High Assistance
A high degree of assistance was provided throughout the whole game round. We applied a
random amount of assistance between 70% and 80% to every pole.
In the ‘Low Assistance’ and ‘High Assistance’ rounds, the degree of assistance is always
randomly assigned (within a particular range) to reduce noticeability by the players, and
provide some variation.
We crossed these two factors (level difficulty and degree of assistance) to create four ex-
perimental conditions, i.e., Easy-Low, Easy-High, Hard-Low, Hard-High (see figure 7.1). In
all these four conditions - players re-spawned at the beginning of the round and played each
round for 4 minutes irrespective of the score achieved or the number of times the player died.
As with the other experiments, the game was paused in the event of failure until the reset
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button was clicked.
7.1.2 Debriefing about the experimental conditions
Similar to Study 2, the debriefing session was performed at the very end of the experiment.
We used the following debrief to let our participants know about the objective of our research
and what type of manipulations were performed in Study 2B:
Explanation: We are interested in looking at the interplay between difficulty level and
performance assistance. There were two difficulty levels - it is harder to play the game when
the poles are spaced out more and vary more in height. We also had performance assistance.
Sometimes we manipulated the jumps made by the caveman by adjusting their trajectory
and initial velocity, which made it easier to land on the poles.
Performance: Because we manipulated the trajectory of your avatar, your performance
was not always completely dependent on your skill level. We helped you out a little with
trajectory assistance in all levels.
7.2 Procedure
The procedure was identical to Study 2. We received player consent before initiating the
study session. Then we asked them to complete the demographics questionnaire as well as
a questionnaire about their previous gaming experience. Then we navigated them into the
relevant training session that had medium level difficulty, and the ‘Degree of Assistance’
was +55 throughout the whole game round. The next four rounds were the experimental
conditions: Easy-Low, Easy-High, Hard-Low, Hard-High. To remove learning effect from our
results, we counterbalanced the order of presentation using the factors: half of the participants
started on the easy level (half of those with low assistance), completing both before moving on
to the hard level (see table 7.1, easy game rounds are coloured in grey to help interpreting the
table). At the end of each level, participants completed the player experience questionnaire
(which is similar to the previous studies). In addition to this, we performed the debriefing
session at the very end of the experiment session to summarize the performance manipulation
techniques. An average of 30-35 minutes was required to complete the entire experiment
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Figure 7.1: Experimental Conditions for Study 2B.
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Table 7.1: Sequence of Experimental Conditions for Study 2B.
Condition No. Game Rounds 
1 
Easy – High Assistance 
Hard – High Assistance  
Easy – Low Assistance 
Hard – Low Assistance 
2 
Easy – Low Assistance 
Hard – Low Assistance 
Easy – High Assistance 
Hard – High Assistance 
3 
Hard – High Assistance 
Easy – High Assistance 
Hard – Low Assistance 
Easy – Low Assistance 
4 
Hard – Low Assistance 
Easy – Low Assistance 
Hard – High Assistance 
Easy – High Assistance 
 
session and participants were paid $5 each.
7.3 Participants
Through MTurk, we recruited 49 participants by setting a filter for those who had previously
participated in Study 1 and Study 2. Similarly to Study 2, we excluded participants for
spending less than 1.5 seconds per question on 2 or more of the combined player experience
questionnaires (n=5) and for having a variance of more than 3 standard deviations above the
mean on any construct (n=3), leaving 41 participants in our analyses. Unfortunately, while
running this study, we lost a some demographics data due to a technical error. However,
all player experience and performance data were retained, and so we did not remove these
participants from our data analyses.
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7.4 Hypotheses
We expected that manipulating level difficulty and different ‘Degrees of Assistance’ to create
four game rounds would yield effects on:
Difficulty: Players will perceive a decrease in difficulty with increased assistance and de-
crease in level difficulty.
Competence: Players will perceive themselves as more competent when assisted more and
with decreases in level difficulty.
Enjoyment: While the degree of assistance is higher and level difficulty is lower, players
will experience more enjoyment.
Effort: Players’ perception of invested effort will be less while the degree of assistance is
higher and the level difficulty is lower.
Internality: Players will attribute their performance more internally when more assistance
is provided. However, with the increase in level difficulty, players will attribute more exter-
nally.
Performance: Players will die less frequently and obtain a higher maximum score with
increased assistance and decreased level difficulty.
7.5 Data Analyses
We conducted a repeated-measures MANOVA with level difficulty (Low, High) and Assis-
tance (Low, High) as two within-subjects factors on the dependent measures of perceived
difficulty, enjoyment, effort, competence, internality, number of deaths, and maximum score.
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Table 7.2: Repeated–measures MANOVA results: f–statistic, p–values and effect size
for dependent measures for Study 2B.
 
Level Difficulty Covert Assistance Interaction 
F1,40 p 2p F1,40 p 2p F1,40 p 2p 
Difficulty 30.3 <.001 .43 25.4 <.001 .39 12.8 <.001 .24 
Enjoyment 13.6 <.001 .25 5.8 .021 .13 0.14 .711 n.s. 
Effort 1.2 .135 n.s. .001 .981 n.s. 0.97 .332 n.s. 
Competence 20.5 <.001 .34 24.8 <.001 .38 0.02 .880 n.s. 
Internality 1.0 .317 n.s. 3.8 .057 .09 1.6 .213 n.s. 
Number of Deaths 27.4 <.001 .41 38.7 <.001 .49 2.5 .121 n.s. 
Max Score 132.4 <.001 .77 104.5 <.001 .72 36.9 <.001 .48 
 
7.6 Results
7.6.1 Player Performance
Main Effects
There were main effects of level difficulty on the Number of Deaths (F1,40 = 27.4, p<.001) and
Max Score (F1,40 = 132.4, p<.001) (see table 7.2) showing that players died more and had
lower maximum scores in the hard conditions than easy conditions (see figure 7.2). Similarly,
a main effect of Assistance showed that players died less (F1,40 = 38.7, p<.001) and had
higher maximum scores (F1,40 = 104.5, p<.001) when assisted more (see figure 7.2).
Interaction Effect
The significant interaction on Max Score (F1,40 = 36.9, p<.001) showed that the effect of
assistance was greater in the easy conditions than the hard ones (see figure 7.2) which re-
sulted into a significantly higher Max Score in the ‘Easy High Assistance’ (the easiest round)
comparing it to other conditions. There was no significant difference in Max Score while com-
paring ‘Easy Low Assistance’ and ‘Hard High Assistance’ - this shows the balanced trade-off
between the level difficulty and the ‘Degree of Assistance’.
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Figure 7.2: Mean ± Standard Error for Player Performance measures – Study 2B.
7.6.2 Player Experience
Main Effects
1. There were main effects of level difficulty on perceived difficulty (F1,40 = 30.3, p<.001),
enjoyment (F1,40 = 13.6, p<.001), and competence (F1,40 = 20.5, p<.001) but not
on effort (F1,40 = 1.2, p=.135) or internality (F1,40 = 1.0, p=.317) (see table 7.2 and
figure 7.3).
2. There were main effects of assistance on perceived difficulty (F1,40 = 25.4, p<.001),
enjoyment (F1,40 = 5.8, p=.021), competence (F1,40 = 24.8, p<.001), but not on effort
(F1,40 = .001, p=.981) or internality (F1,40 = 3.8, p=.057) (see table 7.2 and figure 7.3).
Interaction Effects
As figure 7.3 shows, decreasing the level difficulty or increasing assistance resulted in more
experienced competence and enjoyment. There were no significant interactions (p>.05) be-
tween level difficulty and assistance on enjoyment, effort, competence or internality (see
table 7.2); however, a significant interaction on perceived difficulty (F1,40 = 12.8, p<.001)
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Figure 7.3: Mean ± Standard Error for Player Experience measures – Study 2B.
simply reflected that for maximum deaths, the effect of assistance was greater in the easy
conditions than the hard ones (figure 7.3).
7.7 Discussion of Study 2B
The goal of Study 2B was to determine whether the results of Study 2 held, even with dif-
ferent levels of game difficulty. Although the effect of assistance yielded greater performance
advantages in the easy condition, we saw no significant interactions between level difficulty
and assistance on any of the experience measures (except for perceived difficulty). As such,
we can conclude that the approach and the system works, regardless of level difficulty. As
such, we can use covert assistance much in the same way as leaderboards were used in [11].
Our effect sizes, however, were much larger than in Study 2, explaining between 18-69% of
the variance in the experience measures in Study 2 and 25-43% in Study 2B.
However, there are some small differences in the main effects of enjoyment. Although, for
both cases the results were significant; level difficulty yielded into slightly larger signifi-
cant result than covert assistance. This reflects back to the results of interaction effects that
showed the effect of assistance seemed to be greater in the easy conditions than the hard ones.
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If we compare these results with Study 1 (compare table 7.2 and table 5.1), we would see that
the interaction effects were slightly different. In Study 1, we did not observe any significant
interaction for perceived difficulty (p>.05) while effort was marginally significant (p<.05).
This showed that participants needed to invest more effort while our implemented assistance
technique was pole magnetism. The situation changed for Study 2B - in which we observed
that participants invested effort remained same all conditions.
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Chapter 8
Study 3: Manipulating Experience at a High
Resolution
Study 2 showed that we could use different degrees of assistance (and hindrance) to manip-
ulate player experience of success and failure regardless of the game’s overt level of difficulty
and we managed to successfully achieve this outcome. However, previous studies manipulated
the player experience at the resolution of an entire game round. We wanted to identify if our
system could be used to assess momentary and more complex player experience effects, since
we know that a player’s retroactive judgment of gaming experience can be affected by the
moments of climax and the ending events of that particular experience [19]. However, we also
know that there is a trade-off between the skills of the player and the level of difficulty when
designing a game, and that optimal balance is obtained whenever these two are well–matched
[1]. More momentary control would allow researchers to ask interesting research questions,
such as those asked by Gutwin et al. in their paper on peak and end experiences in games
[38]. In Gutwin et al.’s work [38], they used a series of games to manipulate the position
of the difficulty or challenge in a game level, showing effects on pX. Instead of looking just
into the overall performance, they also investigated other aspects of player experience like
perception of performance, challenge, tension, effort, and enjoyment. They conducted two
studies by implementing three custom games (‘Match-3’, ‘Whac-a-Germ’, ‘Shootout’), oper-
ationalizing difficulty and challenge uniquely in each.
In this study, we used the Jumping Caveman system to manipulate the sequence of dif-
ferent degrees of assistance in a single game round. Our objective was to keep the overall
difficulty of the game round the same throughout, but look at whether having the assis-
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tance at the end or the hindrance at the end would affect player perceptions. The design of
the experiment was influenced by Gutwin et al.’s work [38], in which they used a sequence
of game rounds from ‘Match-3’ and ‘Whac-a-Germ’ to represent a complete full experience
where each game round represented one type of experience (either success or failure).
8.1 Experimental Conditions
We created two rounds that were identical in overall difficulty and assistance by using round
sections. There were three sections in each round.
Base Section: In the base sections, players were assisted with a constant low amount (30%)
- which means the degree of assistance was 30% for each of the poles located in this section.
There were two base sections of 3 poles each.
Hindrance Section: In the hindrance section, players were hindered with a high level of
hindrance (80%) for 3 poles.
Assistance Section: In the assistance section, players were assisted with high assistance
(80%) for 6 poles. We used 6 poles in this section because the high level of assistance meant
that players were successful most of the time and would finish this section much more quickly
than the hindered section. Our intention was to make the assisted and hindered sections com-
parable in terms of time spent.
The pole height and spacing of the 3 or 6 poles were kept consistent in each section to
ensure that difficulty of the level did not vary from one participant to another. We ordered
these sections to create two levels (see figure 8.1) that were identical overall, but differed
only in the ordering of the assisted and hindered sections. To players, the sections were
imperceptible and it played like a single game round.
8.1.1 Assisted-End
In this round, players completed a base section (comprised of 3 poles), then the hindered
section (comprised of 3 poles), another base section (comprised of 3 poles), and finished with
the assisted section (comprised of 6 poles) (see figure 8.1).
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Figure 8.1: Experimental conditions for Study 3 showing the pole sequence and asso-
ciated assistance and hindrance (Top image: Assisted-End, Bottom image: Hindered-
End.)
8.1.2 Hindered-End
In this round, players completed a base section (comprised of 3 poles), then the assisted
section (comprised of 6 poles), another base section (comprised of 3 poles), and finished with
the hindered section (comprised of 3 poles) (see figure 8.1).
In contrast to Study 2, we had players re-spawn at the last-completed pole and complete
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the entire level, rather than play for a prescribed duration. This was necessary so that every
participant would finish each level and experience the Assisted-End or Hindered-End. How-
ever, to ensure that we were paying participants ethically, we had a timeout of 10 minutes for
each game round; however, no player encountered a timeout in our experiment. Furthermore,
we spaced the poles so that jumping over a pole was no longer possible. This was to ensure
that participants had comparable experiences in each level.
8.2 Procedure
After receiving participant’s informed consent and demographics information, they were pre-
sented with a training round. In this training round, participants completed the same number
of poles as in the experimental conditions, but with Low Assistance throughout (i.e., 30%
for every pole). Followed by the training round, our Assisted-End and Hindered-End levels
were presented and the order of presentation of each was counterbalanced. Similar to all
other studies, we presented player experience questionnaire (enjoyment, effort, competence,
internality, and difficulty) after each round in which the participants could reflect upon their
momentary play-experience. Before proceeding in to debriefing session, they were asked to
provide feedback about the game rounds. Similar to all other studies, we debriefed our ma-
nipulation methods. As they have to complete the whole game round to proceed in to the
next page; even though the number of poles were limited and there were only two game
rounds in this session; the completion time for this experiment varied between 15 minutes
to 35 minutes. To compensate their time and effort, each of the participants were paid $5
through MTurk.
8.3 Participants
We recruited 78 participants, who had not participated in Study 2, to participate in the study
through MTurk. As in Study 2, we excluded participants for spending less than 1.5 seconds
per question on 2 or more of the combined pX questionnaires (n=5) and for having a variance
of more than 3 standard deviations above the mean on any construct (n=1). We additionally
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Figure 8.2: Brief Demographics overview (part 1) of the recruited participants for
Study 3
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Figure 8.3: Brief Demographics overview (part 2) of the recruited participants for
Study 3
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removed 4 outlier participants who were greater than 3 standard deviations below the mean
on enjoyment in all sequences as their experience was very negative throughout, which skewed
the distribution; there were no outliers on the positive end of enjoyment. We retained 68
participants (Mean = 35.13 years, Standard Deviation = 12.68 and 48.5% Female, 91% right-
handed) in our analyses. A brief overview of our recruited participants are shown in figure 8.2
and figure 8.3.
8.4 Hypotheses
Unlike other studies, we did not have a particular hypothesis for this one. Since Gutwin et
al.’s work [38] found significant differences for the peak and end experience of the players while
using a series of games, we expected that we might find similar effects while manipulating
experience in particular portions of one game round. However, there was no theory to base
the direction of the differences on.
8.5 Data Analyses
As it always appeared first, we excluded the training round from our analyses. We conducted
a paired-samples t-test of Sequence (Assisted-End, Hindered-End) on the dependent measures
of Difficulty, Enjoyment, Effort, Competence, Internality, and Number of Deaths. There was
no Maximum Score recorded, because participants finished every round.
8.6 Results
8.6.1 Player Performance
As expected, there was no significant difference in number of deaths (Assisted End: mean
= 12.8088, SD=7.3632, Hindered-End: mean=12.3824, SD = 12.15574) based on sequence
(t67= 0.303, p=.763). Because players completed all the poles and these were identical in
both sequences (but ordered differently), we did not expect performance differences.
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Figure 8.4: Mean ± Standard Error dependent Measures of Study 3.
8.6.2 Player Experience
There was no difference in perceived difficulty based on sequence (t67=1.41, p=.164). There
was a difference in enjoyment (t67=2.31, p=.024) with participants preferring the sequence
with hindrance at the end over the sequence with assistance at the end (see figure 8.4). There
was a similar significant effect on effort (t67=2.25, p=.028), with participants feeling like they
invested greater effort in the sequence with hindrance at the end (see figure 8.4). There was
no significant difference in perceived competence (t67=1.67, p=.100). There was a significant
difference in internality (t67=2.36, p=.021), with participants experiencing greater internality
in the sequence with hindrance at the end than assistance at the end (see figure 8.4).
8.7 Discussion of Study 3
Our study 3 revealed that the hindered-end was perceived as more enjoyable, as players having
invested more effort, and also attributed their performance more internally. Figure 8.4 shows
that the effects are small, but the manipulation is also very subtle; the conditions were
identical, but sequenced differently. In our study, we had a assisted peak - hindered end or
hindered peak - assisted end combination only, and Gutwin et al. [38] used both positive or
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negative peak-end (assisted or hindered peak-end), which is different. In addition to this,
at first glance, our results seem to contradict those found in [38]; however, there are a few
differences that explain the findings. In Gutwin’s work, players were not required to the
finish the game round and so easier game rounds were completed with higher success rates.
In that particular study [38], participants chose easier game rounds as more fun, easier,
and more interesting. In addition to this, there were significantly more responses to repeat
the easier game round than the harder one. In contrary to this, in our experiments, all
participants always finished the game round, so the hindered-end mirrors a boss battle that
was successfully won; where in [38], the harder game round always ended with participants
failing. Since participants enjoyed the sequence with the hindered-end, like a final battle, it
is not surprising for them to enjoy the hindered-end more and is also the guiding principle
behind games that feature boss battles.
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Chapter 9
Discussion
Our goal was to create an open-source tool for games user research that can experimentally
manipulate the experience of success and failure while still maintaining the mundane realism
of play. This tool effectively balances the trade-off between experimental realism of play and
mundane realism. It allows the researchers a lot of experimental control without sacrificing
the ecological validity of the ‘gameplay experience’. We made the tool readily available and
configurable by games user researchers who might possess little to no technical expertise on
game development. This allows them to modify the game objects according to their proposed
hypothesis without investing too much time and effort. Previous literature [18, 108, 109, 110]
suggested that hidden assistance techniques are a powerful tool to manipulate the player
perception of the game and remain quite un-noticeable to the players. Based on this, we
built and evaluated the jumping caveman tool that uses hidden assistance and hindrance to
manipulate player experience. Our findings suggested that in our system, we can effectively
influence player performance by inducing states of success and failure. Furthermore, the
manipulations of game performance translated into the expected changes in player experience
- as we can see in our Study 2. In a follow-up study (Study 2B), we demonstrated that these
effects can be scaled, allowing us to implement assistance in different degrees of strength.
The effects of our manipulations are also stable with varying levels of difficulty. In our final
study, we established that we could manipulate player experience at a high resolution, by
changing assistance within a particular game round.
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9.1 Implications for Games User Research
Our tool allows researchers to ask and answer a variety of research questions related to game
difficulty with added assistance or hindrance and perceptions of success and failure. In this
section, we discuss three potential research topics to illustrate the usefulness of the tool
developed.
9.1.1 Player Response and Resilience to Failure
An interesting question in game design is how players respond to failure and how do they
react to overcome the situation. What type of experience a player goes through in the face of
repeated failure while confronting the same enemy in the same spot of a game? Does he gets
disheartened and stop playing or keep continuing expecting that this would be his last chance
of succeeding or he might discover a new way of defeating the enemy? While conventional
models of player motivation suggest that games are enjoyable because they make players feel
competent and in control, some games are (in)famous for being challenging and impossible
to beat. Games like Dark Souls [32], for example, are very successful despite their impossible
difficulty and their disregard for catering to the player’s need for success. Using our tool, we
could investigate why some players feel disheartened while other feel motivated by failure.
Some other research questions also revolve around this particular scenario of failure, which
can be answered by our tool if the configuration file is modified accordingly:
• What is the relation between player performance and failure in a game? Does a player’s
previous gaming performance have any connection on how he experiences failure or
death while playing a particular game? Does it differ when he plays in different difficulty
settings?
• How does a particular type of player responds to failure or death in a game? What kind
of relation does it have with his individual traits? For example, some people respond
to the event failure by becoming motivated to accomplish their goals, while others get
paralysed and start making more mistakes. The Action Control Scale (ACS) [65] can
be used in the context of different games to figure out how someone would responds to
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losing in-game objectives.
• In particular game matches, players might undergo the feeling of wrath and frustration
but the drive to achieve success in a particular scenario may keep him motivated to
let go of the feeling of failure and go through the game round again. What motivates
players to keep trying harder and harder in the face of repeated failure? Do they figure
out a new technique to achieve success? Since, our tool logs every action performed by
the player, it would give detailed information on how players overcome difficult pole
positions.
• Researchers can experimentally determine game performance regardless of players’ ac-
tual skill level and investigate the effect of performance on motivation and how this
relationship is influenced by personality, age, experience or any other player character-
istics.
9.1.2 Interplay between Covert and Overt Difficulty
The Jumping Caveman tool also allows researchers to investigate the interplay between ob-
jective and subjective difficulty. There are many research questions that could be asked:
• What determines how difficult a player thought a game was? Does the overt game
difficulty matches with it’s covert difficulty level? We can use the in-game performance
metrics and compare it with player experience measures to identify it.
• What would be the best way to alternate objective or subjective difficulty if we want
to manipulate the feeling of success or failure for in-game events? To verify this, we
can create separate game conditions where in one condition we would manipulate their
subjective difficulty using hidden Jump Assistance/Hindrance and in other case we
would alter the overt difficulties by adjusting pole positions.
• What type of interaction can be found between objective game difficulty and the sub-
jective one? Do players experience subjective difficulty the same way they experience
objective difficulty? Comparing the game logs of overt vs. covert manipulation can
answer these questions.
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• To improve player performance, between subjective and objective difficulty, controlling
which one is more important? Does game balancing changes if we control subjective
difficulty and objective difficulty separately? In our Study 2, we manipulated both
overt and covert difficulty simultaneously. If we change the study design and separately
manipulate them, we would be able to identify what type of manipulations improves
player performance.
• Is subjective difficulty determined by how well a player performed? If so, are there
primacy or recency1 effects? Perhaps subjective difficulty is an interplay between how
difficult a challenge looks and how well a player performed.
The effect of performance on subjective difficulty might be different in easy games compared
to difficult games. Studies that use objective difficulty to influence how successful players are
conflate the concepts of objective difficulty and performance. Our system allows researchers
to manipulate both of them separately.
9.1.3 Learning Curves of Players
A growing body of research has investigated the effect of scaffolding techniques on the learning
curves of players [56]. Games often use assistance techniques to help novice players ease
into the challenges of the game. First-person shooter games, for example, can use aiming
assistance and open world games often help their players navigate through terrain by showing
which direction they should be going. Psychological frameworks on learning, such as the
guidance hypothesis [95], would suggest that assisting someone in a task prevents them from
becoming better. The trade-off between assistance and learning is difficult to investigate
as learning curves are not always easy to track and in many research settings actual skill
is impossible to disentangle from performance under assistance. Using our tool, researchers
will be able to investigate long-term effects of assistance on actual skill as assistance is easily
implemented and scaled, performance is logged for each pole allowing high-resolution analysis,
and the game logging allows researchers to determine how far off a pole the player actually
would have landed without assistance.
1How well a player remembers the sequence of events
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9.1.4 Player’s Choice of Game
Player preference plays a major role in Games User Research, and it can depend on what
type of experience a player went through while playing the game. Imagine there is a game
series under the same title and the second version of the game is disliked by most of the
audience because of its extremely lengthy and boring missions. Players might eventually
opt-out themselves even buying the third sequel of the same series without knowing whether
the issue has been resolved or not. Alternatively, preference can be entirely dependent on
player enjoyment and previous research has not identified the role of difficulty in these choices.
Our study 2 showed that players enjoyed and felt more competent with the easy levels. But
Study 3 showed that players enjoyed a round with a challenging end point. Player Experience
differs in game rounds depending on what players achieve at the ending moments of the game.
Players feel more enjoyment and competence while they successfully end the game, even if
the difficulty was higher.
9.2 Limitations
This research has some limitations that should be acknowledged:
• Not a tool to advance our knowledge on game design: This research was not
intended to advance our knowledge of game design; our intent was to design, develop
and evaluate a tool that can be used by research groups to ask questions that relates
to player behaviour while accomplishing in-game objectives.
• Configuration file issues: While developing the research tool, our primary focus was
to make it easily configurable even without accessing or editing the source code - which
would make it easier for games researchers to create different game conditions without
spending too much time on learning different game programming aspects. However,
even though, the configuration file can be edited with a regular text file viewer software,
to confirm the listed pole positions and their associated properties are working properly,
the game still needs to be opened in Unity for play-testing. This might still require
limited knowledge of using the Unity game engine in order to use our research tool. In
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addition to this, the configuration file is written in a specific file format (.csv) and it
requires to be recreated in a particular format (following the guidelines of creating a
csv file and specifications reported at 3.2.4) to ensure that it can be recognized by the
source code. The length of each file, proper use of line indentations and proper format
of csv file is required to adjust the pole positions and its associated properties. If any
researcher wants to create their own file format, he/she would have to edit the source
code to support the new configuration file.
• Limitation of game genre: The ‘Jumping Cavemen’ system is built in the genre of a
casual game. While assistance as a general mechanic has shown consistent results over
many genres of games (e.g., driving [5, 18], FPS [110, 108, 109, 27]), results found with
our system can only ever be generalized with caution beyond casual games. However,
the results can still be generalized in respect to other genres of games as well if we
consider the fact that we showed how the player experience would look like when we
make them successful or failed in achieving particular game objective.
• Other aspects of game-play: We manipulate experience through faking success and
failure; researchers who wish to study other aspects of player experience (e.g., social
play, eudemonia)2 cannot use our open-source system.
9.3 Future Work
We have verified the efficacy of the tool based on two types of assistance techniques and
different difficulty levels. In addition to this, the tool is ready to be tested on its other
features that have been described in 3.2.3. However, based on the results we have obtained
about the efficacy of the implemented assistance techniques, we would consider the following
scenarios listed as our future work:
2derived from a Greek work - ”Eudaimonia”, meaning happiness or welfare.
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9.3.1 Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment
To achieve more control over the experiment, we set our objective difficulty (pole positions
and inter-pole distance) and assistance prior to the game initialization by using a configu-
ration file. With minimal modification, this could be changed to be adjusted dynamically,
with both the subjective and objective difficulty being altered based on player performance
in real-time. A hypothesized step-by-step procedure is demonstrated here on how we can
implement this technique:
• Game Initialization - Players would start a game round with an average level of
difficulty with no assistance or hindrance.
• Covert manipulation - assistance or hindrance level would be calculated and deployed
based on how many times the player died or successfully landed on the pole. If the
caveman continually landed on several subsequent poles, we would introduce hindrance,
and it would be gradually increased until he died. After the resurrection of the caveman,
it would have no hidden assistance or hindrance like the beginning.
• Overt manipulation - the poles would be placed at a wider distance with larger
variation while the player kept landing successfully. Poles would be brought closer with
smaller variation whenever he died.
9.3.2 Multi-player Game Environment
Due to the robustness of the tool, it can also be extended to a multi-player environment.
Two players could simultaneously play a specific game round and compete with each other
to finish the round. Any type of level difficulty or assistance could be introduced to adhere
with particular player expertise. Multi-player techniques would also help the researchers to
ask questions about player balancing for casual games.
9.3.3 Other Possible Research Ideas
Here are some potential research ideas that other researchers might want to explore:
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• One of the potential research ideas is to identify how players respond differently depend-
ing on their personality traits, using time pressure. Since we already have introduced
timer settings in our tool and the game automatically ends while the timer ends, it
is easily configurable to a ‘Time Trial’ - based game round. Researchers can explore
how a diverged group of players respond to this time pressure or how different play ex-
periences like enjoyment, competence, perceived difficulty relates to experience under
pressure.
• Other researchers might want to introduce a separate type of hindrance technique based
on our tool. ‘Pole Friction’ is one of the possible attributes to use - which can be used
to implement hindrance. Increasing Pole Friction will make it easier to land on the
pole. A zero friction would technically make landing completely impossible - hence
inducing highest level of hindrance. Researchers could use the visual material of the
pole to provide a visual representation of what type friction or assistance or hindrance
technique is used in a particular pole, perhaps investigate whether congruence is visual
indications of friction and pole behaviour affect play experience.
• In all of our deployed experiments, we kept the trajectory paths hidden. However, this
tool can reveal whether assistance or hindrance has been used or not and researchers
might explore how a player responds to this disclosure, or how this might benefit skill
development.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
10.1 Summary
In this thesis, we present a research tool that is capable of assessing player experience by
modifying overt game objects like level difficulty (visible to player perception) and covert
game objects like hidden assistance or hindrance (visually unnoticeable) and evaluated the
tool with approximately 160 participants. We showed how player experience would look like
when their in-game performance is manipulated both overtly and covertly. The tool has been
made open source in an online repository. Any games user researcher can use this tool to ask
research questions that are revolving around the experience of in-game success or failure, or
extend on it and conduct experiments with new tool features.
The game avatar in this tool can be controlled with only one button, which makes it similar
to a 2D casual platformer game. This genre of games require very little or no previous gam-
ing expertise. This also removes the limitation of finding the right type of participants to
evaluate a particular research idea. In the experiments reported in this thesis, participants
played two or four rounds of game in a particular experimental session and reported on their
game-play experience in a questionnaire. They were asked to rate their enjoyment, compe-
tence, effort, internality and overall perceived difficulty for the most recent game round. To
evaluate player performance, the tool logged several game events that occurred during the
game-play; e.g., pole positions and relevant assistance or hindrance attributes, game score,
other caveman or pole attributes like caveman’s jump power or pole friction level, and success
or failure if there had been no assistance or hindrance applied. In the context of this thesis,
we did not analyze all log information; other researchers might need to analyze these data to
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understand characteristics about players’ psychology.
To investigate the efficacy of this research tool, we performed four studies on two differ-
ent covert assistance techniques and explored the interactions with overt level difficulty. The
efficacy of pole magnetism (that we found in Study 1) was reasonable, and it successfully
manipulated most of the constructs. However, we found it to be less powerful than the overt
manipulation and it also did not support the self-serving attribution bias about player per-
formance. And due to the nature of this game feature (pole magnetism), many participants
were able to notice it.
Based on the results and participant feedback, from our second study and onwards, we
changed the assistance technique to trajectory manipulation, and this showed a greater effect
of player experience manipulation. A follow-up study (Study 2B) with overt manipulation
also established that the efficacy of this feature holds, regardless of how visually difficult
the level was. In the final study (Study 3), we manipulated player experience by control-
ling assistance or hindrance rate at different parts of the game round and evaluated how
player experience responds in terms of momentary success or failure in the ending moments
of the game. We found that our tool also resembles the end-game boss battle, with players
preferring the game round that ends with higher difficulty or hindrance.
10.2 Closing Thoughts
Well-established and publicly accessible research tools available to games researchers for
manipulating player experience are limited in number. Games user researchers, who wish
to investigate in-game success or failure and design experiments balancing mundane realism
and external validity will benefit from using our research tool. Our tool manipulates the
experience of success and failure in a game at a high resolution and allows researchers with
or without technical expertise to ask and answer interesting questions in games research
through controlled experiments.
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